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WHY ARE CHERRY BLOSSOMS
BLOOMING IN THE FALL?

A

ichi Prefecture, located almost in the
center of Japan, is blessed with the
natural beauty of the ocean and the
mountains. Here, cherry blossoms are not
just for spring. They bloom even in the fall!
Sightseeing adventures abound. Factory tours
of industries that have lead the way in the
modernization of Japan, traditional specialty
items, and the battlegrounds that played a
critical part in Japan's civil war can all be
found in Aichi Prefecture. Tour them all.

Aichi

The four-season (shikizakura) variety of cherry blossoms blooms
twice a year, once in the spring and once in the fall. Approximately
10,000 cherry trees have been planted in the city, and when they
are at the height of perfection in the fall, it is an amazing sight.

小原四季
小原
小原四季桜
四季桜
桜
FOUR-SEASON CHERRY BLOSSOMS IN OBARA
ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

TEL 0565-65-3808 (OBARA TOURIST ASSOCIATION)
ADDRESS 豊田市小原町／ Obara-cho, Toyota City
WEB http://www.kankou-obara.toyota.aichi.jp/

Nagoya

Toyota

50 min by train

Obara

1 hour by bus

Gifu

Kyoto

Nagoya

Aichi

Osaka

Mie
Nara

ACCESS FROM KYOTO STATION

25 min by train
Inuyama

Kyoto

Nagoya
Seto
35 min by Shinkansen

45 min by train

LEARN ABOUT ADVANCED
JAPANESE INDUSTRIAL TECHNIQUES
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Through interactive exhibits, this museum
introduces visitors to the innovative
machines used in textiles and to build
automobiles by TOYOTA.
Check out vintage cars on the
museum floor. Technoland is
educational and fun for the
whole family with activities
like a wind tunnel or toy
car circuit. Tours are also
available in English.

トヨタ産業技術記念館

This museum exhibits the famous Japanese
porcelain ware with over a hundred years
of history known worldwide as Noritake. Get
an up-close view of Noritake
skills and traditions or even
take a porcelain-painting
workshop. After touring
the museum, take a stroll
in Noritake Garden and
enjoy its trees, greenery, and
flowers. This is a must-see.

ノリタケの森ミュージアム

TOYOTA COMMEMORATIVE MUSEUM
OF INDUSTRY AND TECHNOLOGY
ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

TEL 052-551-6115
ADDRESS 名古屋市西区則武新町 4-1-35
4-1-35 Noritake-shinmachi, Nishi-ku, Nagoya
OPEN 9:30am-5pm（Admission: until 4:30pm）
CLOSED Mon. (Closed next day if public holiday)
PRICE Adults: ￥500 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.tcmit.org/english/

NORITAKE GARDEN
AND MUSEUM
ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

TEL 052-561-7114
ADDRESS 名古屋市西区則武新町 3-1-36
3-1-36 Noritake-shinmachi, Nishi-ku, Nagoya
OPEN 10am-5pm
CLOSED Mon. (Closed next day if public holiday)
PRICE Adults: ￥500 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.noritake.co.jp/eng/mori/

VISIT SCENES OF
THE WARRING STATES PERIOD

HIDETCHI, the mascot character
promoting tourism for Aichi Prefecture

ⓒ The Tokugawa Art Museum

This museum houses valuable pieces of artwork, such as
armor, tea ceremony tools, and furniture passed down for
generations within the Owari branch of the Tokugawa clan.
Here, see a total recreation of the Ninomaru Palace of Nagoya
Castle, once the public residence of one of the most powerful
daimyo lords in Japan.

徳川美術館

Built in 1537, this National Treasure castle has the oldest keep
in Japan. Mechanisms, like a bretèche, used to drop rocks on the
enemy during Japan's civil war still remain. View the scenery
from the keep built on the top of a small hill on a riverbank.

THE TOKUGAWA ART MUSEUM
ENGLISH BROCHURE

国宝

Wi-Fi

犬山城

NATIONAL TREASURE INUYAMA

TEL 052-935-6262
ADDRESS 名古屋市東区徳川町 1017 ／ 1017 Tokugawa-cho, Higashi-ku, Nagoya

ENGLISH BROCHURE

CASTLE

Wi-Fi

OPEN 10am-5pm（Admission: until 4:30pm）

TEL 0568-61-1711 (INUYAMA CASTLE MANAGEMENT OFFICE)

CLOSED Mon. (Closed next day if public holiday) PRICE Adults: ￥1,400

ADDRESS 犬山市犬山北古券 65-2
65-2 Kitakoken, Inuyama, Inuyama

SMOKING No WEB http://www.tokugawa-art-museum.jp/

*Limited-time opportunity to view a picture scroll of The Tale of Genji ,
the world's oldest novel (for one week in mid-Nov.)

OPEN 9am-5pm（Admission: until 4:30pm） CLOSED Dec. 29-Dec. 31
PRICE Adults: ￥550 WEB http://inuyama-castle.jp/

HATCHO MISO MADE WITH
TRADITIONAL METHODS

JAPAN'S NATIVE LUCKY
CHARM – MANEKI NEKO

Aichi Prefecture has long embraced
a brewing culture. Miso, a favorite
with samurai warriors during Japan's
civil war, is a healthy food made
only with soybeans, salt, and water.
Factory tours are also available.

The Maneki Neko is a familiar sight in
Japanese restaurants worldwide. The
largest producer of these lucky charms
is Tokoname city! Be sure to visit a
specialty museum that houses over 5,000 different variations
of this good luck charm in Seto city, where you can paint your
own "beckoning cat" for health, wealth, and good fortune.

カクキュー八丁味噌
KAKUKYU HATCHO MISO
(HOME OF HATCHO MISO)

招き猫ミュージアム
MANEKI-NEKO "BECKONING CAT" MUSEUM

ENGLISH BROCHURE

ENGLISH BROCHURE

TEL 0564-21-1355

TEL 0561-21-0345

Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 岡崎市八帖町字往還通 69 ／ 69 Aza Okandori, Hatcho-cho, Okazaki

ADDRESS 瀬戸市薬師町 2 ／ 2 Yakushi-cho, Seto

WEB http://www.kakukyu.jp/global/english.asp

WEB http://www.luckycat.ne.jp/eng/index.html
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With a history of over 1,200 years, Kyoto is blessed with a culture that
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SPEND THE DAY VIEWING FALL LEAVES
AND JUST MONKEYING AROUND

O

bserve and photograph Japanese macaques (also
called snow monkeys) in their natural habitat.
A convenient day trip while visiting Kyoto,
Arashiyama Monkey Park Iwatayama lets you view a
troop of wild monkeys as they feed, groom, and play.
The park is not a zoo. It is home to over a hundred
monkeys who journey from their nightly residence in the
forest to a hilltop feeding area during the day, affording
them, and you, a spectacular view of the city of Kyoto.
It also offers a window onto the primate's world. Each
monkey has a name, and its age and familial relationships
are tracked, providing valuable insight for primate
researchers. Can you identify your favorites from their
photos decorating the walls of the visitors hut?
Fall leaves are beautiful. View the monkeys against the
backdrop of Arashiyama's picturesque view. Hike the
trail that leads from the park entrance to the viewing
area, where you can feed the monkeys by hand from
inside the rest area. Fun for the whole family!

京都嵐山

モンキーパークいわたやま

ARASHIYAMA MONKEY

PARK IWATAYAMA

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32

2

ENGLISH DISPLAY
JR Sagano Line

TEL 075-872-0950
ADDRESS 京都市西京区嵐山中尾下町61

61 Arashiyama Nakaoshita-cho, Nishikyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Mar.15-Sep.30: 9am-5pm (Last admission: 4:30pm),
Oct.1-Mar.14: 9am-4:30pm (Last admission: 4pm)
*There may be occasions when the park will be closed early due to daylight hours.

Arashiyama

Oi River

Nakanoshima Park

A
ra
sh
am

Hankyu
Arashiyama
Line

a

Arashiyama Monkey Park
Iwatayama Entrance

iy

Child (4 yrs old to 15 yrs old) ¥250

Randen
Arashiyama-Line

Togetsukyo Bridge

CLOSED Open every day (Except in case of heavy rainfall or typhoon)
ADMISSION Adult (Over 15 yrs old) ¥550,

Saga-Arashiyama

Nonomiya-jinja
Shrine
Tenryuji Temple

SMOKING No *Speciﬁed smoking areas at the entrance and top of the mountain.
WEB http://monkeypark.jp

For everyone's enjoyment and safety, please observe the park rules.
Bringing outside food for the animals is prohibited.
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■

ACCESS

■
■

5-minute walk from Hankyu Arashiyama Station.
5-minute walk from Randen Arashiyama Station.
15-minute walk from JR Saga Arashiyama Station.

POINT-AND-TALK CHART

TRAVEL / TRANSPORT
Where does this bus (train) go?

このバス（電車）はどこへ行きますか？

Where are tickets sold?

切符売り場はどこですか？

Where am I now?

今いる場所はどこですか？

How do I get to _ ?

̲ まで行くにはどうすれば良いですか？

Kono bus (densya) wa dokoe ikimasuka?

Kippu uriba wa doko desuka?

Ima iru basyo wa doko desuka?

̲

made iku niwa dousureba iidesuka?

SHOPPING
May I try this on?

試着してもいいですか？

How much is this?

いくらですか？

Can I use a credit card?

クレジットカードは使えますか？

Please give me a receipt.

領収書をください。

Shichaku shitemo iidesuka?

Ikura desuka?

Credit card wa tsukae masuka?

Ryoshusho o kudasai.

RESTAURANT
May I please see a menu?

メニューを見せてください。

What do you recommend?

おすすめの料理は何ですか？

Does this food have _ in it?

̲ は（食材の中に）入っていますか？

Please bring the check.

お会計をお願いします。

Menu o misete kudasai.

Osusume no ryori wa nandesuka?

̲

wa haitte imasuka?

Okaikei o onegai shimasu.

Beef

Pork

Lamb

Chicken

Fish

Wheat

Egg

牛肉

豚肉

羊肉

鶏肉

魚

小麦

卵

Gyūniku

Butaniku

Ramuniku

Toriniku

Sakana

Komugi

Tamago

Milk
牛乳

Gyūnyū

Get fluent in KYO-KOTOBA (Kyoto dialect)!

O-kini おおきに
Okibariyasu おきばりやす
Gottsuohan ごっつおはん
Kannin かんにん
Sainara さいなら

“Thank you”/arigato. Use it to express your gratitude.
“Don’t give up”/gambatte kudasai. Words of encouragement are meaningful.
“Thank you for the meal”/gochisosama. It is respectful to be thankful for food.
“I’m sorry”/gomennasai. It is nice to apologize quickly and sincerely.
“Goodbye”/sayonara. Use it to express good wishes when parting.

We hope you enjoy your trip to Kyoto!
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PLEASE RESPECT
THE MAIKOS’
PRIVACY
Maikos walking down kagai (geisha district) are in the middle of
their work. Shouting after them
and taking photos like paparazzi
is rude. Please don’t hold them up.

LAST MINUTE
RESTAURANT
CANCELLATIONS
When booking a table, the restaurant not only reserves seats but
also carefully prepares a series
of ingredients and fresh produce
in advance. Please don’t put this
effort to waste. You might be
charged a cancellation fee.

8

SHOES OFF
ON TATAMI

EAT UP!

To the Japanese the straw tatami
mat is a symbol of the traditional
Japanese tearoom and conveys
the image of cleanliness. When
entering a Japanese-style room,
please wear socks or stockings.

Finishing everything on your
plate is a sign of respect for the
food but also shows appreciation
for the person who prepared it.
Only order as much as you can
actually eat.

MANNERS

THROW YOUR
RUBBISH IN THE BIN
OR BRING IT HOME

IN KYOTO

To truly enjoy your holiday abroad,
it is important to familiarize yourself with some of the country’s basic
customs. This is particularly true for
Kyoto, a city that welcomes a great
number of foreign tourists every
year. It is important to respect the local laws and customs to ensure that
everyone can enjoy a trouble free
and pleasant stay. Please take note
of the signs posted in shrines and
temples so as to avoid doing or saying anything that may be considered
offensive. If you are unsure of something, a friendly English speaking
staff member is never too far away.

It is a custom in Japan to keep
public spaces as beautiful as
possible. Hence, the etiquette is
to bring all your rubbish home
with you. You may of course use
any public bins you come across
or ask a shop owner if you may
make use of their bin.

QUEUE-JUMPING
IS AN ABSOLUTE
NO-GO!

SMOKING IS
PROHIBITED
ON THE STREET

RED STOP!
RESPECT THE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Whether it is to pay respects at
the local shrine or entering a
shop, Japanese people will always
wait in line. If you arrive after
someone, make sure to join the
end of the queue, even if you are
in a hurry.

Smoking on the street is
extremely dangerous. Embers
may inadvertently cause injury
to people nearby or burn their
clothing. Smoke from cigarettes
may also affect the health of
people near you. Smoking is
prohibited on the streets of Kyoto.

In order to prevent any accidents,
do not cross the street anywhere
else than on a zebra-crossing. It is
also forbidden to begin crossing
when the green light is fl ashing
and about to turn red.

HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

CHECK
IT OUT!

Kyoto is fi lled with famous places to visit, so understanding where
they are is important to saving time when traveling. This guide
was created so that the location of each spot is easy to understand.
Using this guide will make anyone a master of Kyoto's geography!
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TEL 075-255-7263
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺場之町 592
嵯峨天龍寺場之町
592592
メディナ烏丸御池 4F ／ Medina
Karasuma Oike 4F,
edina Karasuma
Oike 4F,
Sagatenryuji Bano-cho, Ukyo-ku,
Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm

Uk

k

K

t

CLOSED Open every day
PRICE Wine by the Glass from ¥400, Food from ¥550
SMOKING N

592

CHECK OUT THE AREA!

Reference the area name in the MAP icon
with the map on this page.
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HOW TO RIDE KYOTO CITY BUS
HOW TO

RIDE

BOARD FROM THE REAR

HOW TO

Passengers board the bus from the door at the
rear and exit from the front door.

PAY

PAY WHEN YOU GET OFF
Front door

Pay the fare when getting off. Please pay with exact
change, as the payment machine does not give
change. Please change bills and coins beforehand
using the money-changing machine.

Rear door

HOW TO

GET OFF

Acceptable forms of payment

PUSH THE BUTTON TO SIGNAL
Press the “get off” button located inside the bus
when your stop is next.

KYOTO CITY BUS & SUBWAY
INFORMATION GUIDE

・Cash
・IC cards
・Kyoto City Bus &
Kyoto Bus One-Day Pass

・Trafﬁca Kyoto Card
・Surutto Kansai Miyako Card
・Various discount tickets

https://www2.city.kyoto.lg.jp/kotsu/webguide/index.html

PASSES & DISCOUNTS
You can buy these tickets at any city bus and subway information oﬃce or ticket oﬃce.

KYOTO CITY BUS & KYOTO BUS 1-DAY PASS
For unlimited travel within the Flat-Fare Zone of Kyoto City Bus & Kyoto Bus:

¥500

*Children:Half-price

Also Valid in the Arashiyama Area

If you plan to use a Kyoto City Bus and Kyoto Bus more than three times a day, we recommend the
1-day Pass. An extra fare is charged if your stop is outside the short distance routes, such as Takao,
Katsura, or Ohara. Bring this pass with you to get a special discount off entrance fees to Gion Corner,
Toei Kyoto Studio Park, and more.

KYOTO SIGHTSEEING 1 & 2-DAY PASS

1-day Pass : ¥ 1,200 / 2-day Pass : ¥ 2,000

*Children:Half-price

The 1 & 2-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Bus, Kyoto City Subway, and
Kyoto Bus services for the valid period. The pass comes with a city map with coupons. The pass is
nonrefundable if you lose it.

FIRST RIDE
Please insert the ticket into the machine next to the driver.
Please insert the ticket in the ticket gate located in the station.

NEXT RIDE
Simply show the pass with the date to the driver.
Same as ﬁrst ride.

KYOTO CITY SUBWAY 1-DAY PASS

1-day Pass: ¥600

*Children:Half-price

Kyoto City Subway 1-day Pass gives passengers unlimited access to Kyoto City Subway for one day.
Present the pass to receive discounts off entrance fees to other Kyoto sites, including NIJO-JO Castle,
Kyoto International Manga Museum, Gion Corner, and Toei Kyoto Studio Park.
*Children 6-12 years old are half-price. Children under 6 accompanied by a guardian are free.
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KYOTO AREA RAILWAY INFORMATION

宇治

Uji
宇治

Nara Line
JR奈良線

ACCESSS f rom K A NSA I A I R PORT
Approx

75min by JR Kansai Airport Express HARUKA
JR特急はるか 約75分

Kansai airport
関西空港駅

Kyoto

Osaka

京都駅

大阪駅

Approx 70min by
JR Kansai Airport Rapid Service
JR関空快速 約70分

Approx 30min by
JR Special Rapid Service

JR

Kintetsu Railway

JR

近鉄電車

Hankyu Railway

Eizan Railway

阪急電鉄

叡山電車

Keihan Railway

Randen Railway

京阪電車

嵐電

Kyoto City Subway

Eizan Cable-Car
Eizan Rope-Way

市営地下鉄

叡山ケーブル・ロープウェイ

JR新快速 約30分
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ATMs AT 7-ELEVEN STORES
You can use overseas ATM cards
and credit cards to withdraw
Japanese yen from ATM machines
located inside 7-Eleven stores.
ATM instructions are available in

Cash cards, credit cards, and other cards issued overseas with the following
marks can be used to withdraw Japanese yen at Seven Bank ATMs.
Card Name

Mark

Services

Service Hours

Visa

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:00 to 24:00

Mastercard

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

American Express

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:50

JCB

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

UnionPay

Withdrawal/
Balance inquiry

0:10 to 23:50

Discover

Withdrawal

0:10 to 23:50

Diners Club

Withdrawal

0:05 to 23:55

12 languages, including English,
Korean, Chinese (Simplified
Chinese), and Portuguese. The
following cards are accepted.

Note
The language selection screen appears
upon inserting a card issued overseas.

When you see this icon

Notes
1 . You may be subject to additional charges depending on the card issuing company.
2 . There are cards you may not be able to use even if it bears the same logo as above.

on a map, it indicates a 7-Eleven or other location that has an ATM.

Wi-Fi
Free Wi-Fi with One App!
“TRAVEL JAPAN Wi-Fi” is a convenient smartphone
application that can be used all across Japan.

Download app from website

Initial app setup

Using the app

Connecting to Wi-Fi

travel japan wiﬁ
https://japanfreewifi.com

KYOTO Wi-Fi
Kyoto city is pushing forward with further development and maintenance of the “Kyoto Wi-Fi”
public wireless network, in order to create an environment in which tourists and resident alike can
conveniently connect to the internet. Please read the following points and start surfi ng!

Open your internet browser on your PC or smartphone.

*When connecting to the internet at a bus stop or in the subway, you
will be asked to verify your log in details every 30min. Please note
that you cannot use the Wi-Fi at bus stops between 1am and 5am.

Accept the terms and conditions displayed on the login
screen and connect to the internet.

*As“KYOTO Wi-Fi”Wireless LAN is not encrypted, there is a risk that
communications may be intercepted. Please make sure that you are
not sharing personal or credit card information while connected.

In the Wi-Fi settings, please select KYOTO Wi-Fi.
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HANDS-FREE TRAVEL GUIDE
Visitors can use Kyoto’s high-quality delivery / storage services to enjoy “Hands - Free Travel” around Kyoto.
For comfortable sightseeing, it is best to
reduce the luggage you carry as much
as possible. Leave luggage at any of
the following three locations in Kyoto
Station, and this convenient service
will have them sent to accommondation
within the city. Use this service to enjoy
Kyoto the smart way!

2
B2F

B1F

LOCATION & HOURS

A

JR Kyoto Station Carry Service

B

Shinkansen Hachijoguchi
Delivery Service

C

Kotochika Kyoto City Bus &
Subway Information Center

Accepted: 8am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

Accepted: 9am-2pm, Delivered by: 5pm

Accepted: 7:30am-12pm, Delivered by: same day
PRICE from ¥750 to ¥900

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI

There are some areas where delivery is not available.

FOREIGN FRIENDLY TAXI, a taxi service for foreign visitors to Japan, can
accommodate more than two larger pieces of luggage, such as suitcases.

Coin-operated lockers are also available in
Kyoto Station. These lockers are useful for
people returning to Kyoto Station.

*The icon on MAP (page 27) in the Kyoto Station area is the stop.

8%

TAX-FREE SHOPPING
CONSUMABLE ITEMS

COMMODITIES

Tax exemptions are available on: food and drinks, tobacco, medicines and cosmetics. Items must be purchased from the same
store on the same day, and the total spending amount has to at
least ¥5,000 but be no greater than ¥500,000. (Tax not included)

FOODS,
CONFECTIONERIES

COSMETICS

FILM
BATTERIES,
FILM

OFF

TOBACCO

*non-consumable items

Tax exemptions are available on: electric appliances,
clothing, accessories, shoes, etc. Items must be purchased from
the same store on the same day for a total amount of ¥5,000 or
more. (Tax not included)

WATCHES,
JEWELRY

CLOTHING

ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES

BEER
SAKE

MEDICINES

BEVERAGES,
ALCHOHOL

HANDICRAFTS

SHOES, BAGS

* You cannot add articles from different categories (consumables and non-consumables) to reach theminimum spending amount.
* Purchased items must be taken out of Japan.

The one who makes the purchase must show his/her original passport book in person.
Kyoto Original Sticker

For more detailed information on Tax-free shopping and participating
stores, please consult Kyoto Ofﬁcial Travel Guide “Tax-free info”

www.kyoto.travel
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ஐࡓ
Train

LOCAL TRAIN TRIP
Around famous Autumn foliage sites

K

yoto is ﬁlled with sightseeing locations, so visitors
want to see as many as possible in a day. Why not
enjoy your travel time? These two large, local lines that
the residents of Kyoto love are lots of fun for tourists as
well! All aboard this bijoux train car for a scenic tour.

14

TR A I N

PASSING THROUGH THE
MAPLE LEAF TUNNEL ON EIDEN

N

ear the KAMO River delta where the
KAMO and TAKANO rivers meet, our trip
begins at the Demachiyanagi Station on
the EIZAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY line. A sign indicates
the Eizan line, or green line, to Mount Hiei and the
Kurama line, or red line, to Kurama and Kibune.
The EIZAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY, known to locals as
a beloved mode of transportation for many years, is
nicknamed EIDEN. It also has a special train that is
hugely popular with tourists, an observation train
called Kirara. A large amount of glassed-in areas let
visitors fully enjoy the scenery. The central eight
seats facing the windows are a tremendous feature,
and the train runs one to two times per hour.
It takes approximately 30 minutes one way from
Demachiyanagi Station where you board the Kirara
to its last stop at Kurama Station. Do not miss
the Maple Leaf Tunnel between Ichihara Station
and Ninose Station. The time between the leaves
starting to change color until they are bright red
and orange is short. Viewed from the slow-moving

Munenori Kotera

train, the foliage fi lls your field of vision. Mr. Kotera
from the Sales Division also told us about two more
places he recommends. "The fi rst is Kibuneguchi
Station. As you leave Kurama Station heading
to Demachiyanagi Station, fi rst be sure to move
to the front of the train. As the
train approaches, the sight of
Kibuneguchi Station covered
in foliage is impressive.
Another one is Ninose Station.
The sight of the foliage on a
large tree standing inside the
structure is powerful."
In autumn, the foliage is
illuminated from sunset to about 9pm.
The lights on the train are turned off as it passes
slowly through the crimson Maple Leaf Tunnel,
revealing an otherworldly scene. The peak foliage
season in Kyoto is generally from the middle to the
end of November. Climb aboard the Kirara for a
truly special experience.
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TR A IN

Autumn foliage spots along

EIDEN RAILWAY LINE

T

DH

here are many sights to see along the EIDEN line, including
temples and shrines, and power spots thought to be areas of
mystical energy ﬂow. Visitors always enjoy the seasonal scenery
distinctive of this area, but the beauty of the autumn foliage is a
highlight! Which famous places will you visit this autumn?!
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Fare

¥210

¥260

¥330

¥380

¥420

*ENGLISH BROCHURE available at Demachiyanagi Station
*FARE: Children (Elementary School Students/Ages 6-12) are half-priced
*EIDEN one-day pass Ee Kippu (Adult: ¥1,000, Child: ¥500): Available at Demachiyanagi Station and Kurama Station from 9:40am to 4:30pm

ENKO-JI Temple

ⓒ Katsuhiko Mizuno

圓光寺
ENGLISH BROCHURE

NORTH KYOTO
Wi-Fi

MAP P

28 D-1

TEL 075-781-8025
ADDRESS 京都市左京区一乗寺小谷町 13
13 Ichijoji Kotani-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm CLOSED Open every day ADMISSION ￥500
SMOKING No WEB http://www.enkouji.jp/
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Located in Rakuhoku, the temple is in a cooler area
despite being in the city, where the foliage is beautiful.
ENKO-JI Temple was initially built in Fushimi by
Tokugawa Ieyasu as a school in 1601, and relocated
to its current location in 1667. It houses many superb
pieces of Japanese art, including a statue of the Kannon
(Bodhisattva) with a thousand arms by Buddhist sculptor
Unkei and a folding screen with a picture of a bamboo
forest on it by Maruyama Okyo, a painter active in
Kyoto. The Garden of Ten Oxen is also a highlight, where
a cowherd who has reached a state of enlightenment
is depicted by an
ⓒ Katsuhiko Mizuno
arrangement of 10 stones
and moss. If you stand at
the pillar in the study and
look through the casement,
the foliage of the garden
looks just like a painting.
Be sure to look for the
cute, smiling Jizo statuary
within the precincts.

TR A I N

KYOTO

京都

瑠璃光院

TEL 075-781-4001

NORTH KYOTO
MAP P

33

4

ADDRESS 京都市左京区上高野東山 55

55 Kamitakano Higashiyama, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-4:30pm
*Open only for special viewings in spring and autumn
ADMISSION ￥2,000
WEB http://rurikoin.komyoji.com/

RURIKO-IN Temple

Located in Yase Ohara, this temple is surrounded by
nature. The temple can only be visited at special openings
for two months in the spring and in the autumn, so large
crowds gather to view the autumn foliage. Disembark at
the EIZAN ELECTRIC RAILWAY Yase-Hieizanguchi Station,
cross the suspension bridge, and walk about 5 minutes to
the temple gate. First, you are greeted by over a hundred
species of maple trees planted along the approach to
the temple. Look out from the study in the traditional
sukiya-zukuri architectural style to see the RURI-NONIWA Garden covered in moss. The garden takes its name
from its brilliant lapis lazuli color, which is said to best
represent the Pure Land afterlife. You can appreciate the
wonderful autumn foliage
from the 1st floor of the
study as well as from a
different sightline on the
2nd floor. The harmony
of nature in the RURI-NONIWA Garden makes your
visit a paradise.

KURAMA-DERA Temple
After passing through the Maple Leaf Tunnel from
Ichihara Station to Ninose Station on the EIZAN
ELECTRIC RAILWAY and getting off the train at Kurama
Station, you will arrive at the NIO-MON Gate that is
the entrance to Mount Kurama. From there, climb
the 99-step, zig-zag path to the main hall. Because the
temperature is lower than central Kyoto, the maple
leaf season is earlier, so enjoy a quiet autumn stroll
here. The area surrounding KURAMA-DERA Temple
is famous not only as the place called Ushiwakamaru,
where hero of the end of the Heian period Minamotono
Yoshitsune passed
his childhood, but
also legend has it
that this is where a
tengu (supernatural
being) lives. Do
not miss the large
Kurama Tengu
statue near the
Kurama Station.

鞍馬寺
ENGLISH BROCHURE

NORTH KYOTO
MAP P

33

5

TEL 075-741-2003
ADDRESS 京都市左京区鞍馬本町 1074
1074 Kuramahon-machi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-4:30pm (REIHO-DEN Hall: until 4pm)
CLOSED Open every day (REIHO-DEN Hall: Mon.)
ADMISSION REIHO-DEN Hall ￥200, Mountain Preservation Fee ￥300
WEB http://www.kuramadera.or.jp
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Autumn foliage spots along

RANDEN RAILWAY LINE

T

he charm of Kyoto's only streetcar nicknamed
RANDEN is that it lets you view the streets of
Kyoto up close while traveling. Let us take a nostalgic
train trip to see autumn foliage spots of Arashiyama.

T

he Arashiyama mainline connects the
Arashiyama area from Shijo-Omiya
Station, and the Kitano line toward Kitanohakubaicho Station branches off the mainline at
Katabiranotsuji Station. The train is called the
RANDEN by locals and is a familiar KEIFUKU
RAILWAY Train. Many sightseeing locations are
found along the line, including TENRYU-JI Temple,
NINNA-JI Temple, and the period drama theme park
TOEI KYOTO STUDIO PARK. Another reason people
love the train is that it is Kyoto's only streetcar.
Since it began operating in 1910, it has run along the
streets for over 100 years. Of course, it feels great in
the spring with cherry blossoms in bloom, but it is

also great for viewing autumn leaves when a cool
wind begins to blow.
KITANO-TENMANGU Shrine that enshrines the
god of learning, the rock garden of RYOAN-JI
Temple praised around the world, and the beautiful
gradation of reds, yellows, and greens of Mount
Ogura in the Arashiyama area.
In addition to the various sights along the line, the 600
pillars containing yuzen-dyed fabrics known as the
KIMONO FOREST and the footbath (¥200 with towel)
within Arashiyama Station, the terminal station of
the Arashiyama mainline, are not to be missed.
Enjoy an autumn day rocking gently to and fro on
this rattling streetcar.
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Fare
Adults

Children (Ages 6-12)

¥220

¥110

*RANDEN One-day Pass (Adults: ¥500, and Children: ¥250)
*ENGLISH BROCHURES available at Shijo-Omiya, Katabiranotsuji, Arashiyama, and Kitano-hakubaicho Stations
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TR A I N

A World Heritage Site, TENRYU-JI Temple in Arashiyama was built by
Ashikaga Takauji, founder of the Muromachi Shogunate, in 1339. The
garden featuring a circular path centered on a pond and set against
the backdrop of Arashiyama and Mount Ogura was created by Muso
Soseki, a Buddhist priest famous as the originator of the Zen garden.
The reflection of autumn leaves in the surface of the pond is the height
of beauty. This temple is one of the most famous temples in Kyoto, so we
recommend that you visit early in the morning, just after the temple
opens, to walk leisurely along the footpath and appreciate the view.

天龍寺
ENGLISH BROCHURE

TENRYU-JI Temple

ARASHIYAMA
Wi-Fi

MAP P

32

6

TEL 075-881-1235
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 68
68 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8:30am-5:30pm (Oct. 21-Mar. 20: until 5pm, Nov. 11-Dec. 3: from 7:30am)
CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION ￥500 (Admission to garden) with additional ¥300 for entrance to hall
WEB http://www.tenryuji.com/en/

RYOAN-JI Temple

This Zen temple was built in 1450 by the military commander
Hosokawa Katsumoto at the site of the villa of the Tokudaiji
family. It contains a very famous dry landscape garden, with
15 rocks placed within a space fi lled with white sand and
surrounded by a mud wall with a roof that is 25 m to the northeast
and 10 m to the southeast. It is a garden of mysteries, with its
creator and the reason for its creation unknown. Each person
who looks at it sees something different depending on what is in
his or her heart. Appreciate the leaves covering the wall of this
rock garden, the foliage around the large reflecting pond, and the
autumn colors here and there within the temple precincts.

龍安寺

NORTHWEST KYOTO

ENGLISH BROCHURE

MAP P

33

7

TEL 075-463-2216
ADDRESS 京都市右京区龍安寺御陵ノ下町 13
13 Ryoanji goryoshitano-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8am-5pm (Dec.-Feb.: 8:30am-4:30pm) CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION ￥500 WEB http://www.ryoanji.jp

The shrines deifying Sugawarano Michizane as the god of
scholarship number 12,000 throughout Japan. The head shrine of
KITANO-TENMANGU Shrine is visited by many people in Japan who
are facing college-entrance exams and qualifying tests. Although
it is famous as a place for viewing plum blossoms, the garden of
300 maples that opens each year in the fall is worth seeing. The
vermilion Nightingale Bridge over the Kamiya River and the view
from the stage that juts out over the river are spectacular. The
otherworldly nighttime illumination is also worthy of note.

北野天満宮
TEL 075-461-0005

KITANO-TENMANGU
Shrine

NOTRHWEST KYOTO
MAP P

33
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ADDRESS 京都市上京区馬喰町

Bakuro-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5:30am-5:30pm (Apr.-Sep.: 5am-6pm) CLOSED Open every day
ADMISSION Free

Maple Garden
DATE Oct. 28-Dec.3 OPEN 9am-4pm (Illumination: Nov. 11-Dec. 3 from Sunset to 8pm)
ADMISSION ￥700 WEB http://www.kitanotenmangu.or.jp/top̲en.php
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TR A IN

TRANQUIL SALON FOR
RELIEF OF TRAVEL FATIGUE

T

his salon located in a convenient location
is approximately a 1-minute walk from the
Keifuku Railway Arashiyama Station. The
salon is in a quiet alley just one block off the main
street, bustling with lots of tourist traﬃc. As if by
magic, the noise melts away cocooning guests in the
salon’s serene atmosphere. The elegant facilities are
a secret hideaway.
The perfect place
for guests to rest
feet weary from
sightseeing and
refresh themselves.
Enjoying a beverage,
such as matcha green
tea, while soaking
in a footbath here
makes it feel even
more like an oasis.
After the footbath,
a Japanese-style, original massage by hand or with
bamboo roller from the back of the foot to the
calves relaxes stiff
muscles. Luxuriate
in hospitality that
engages all five
senses. Also enjoy
conversations with
the therapists.
Chatting with
Japanese people will

surely provide a lasting memory. Three courses
are offered. The most popular is the Miyabi, where
guests enjoy a footbath in a tub with floating
Japanese seasonal flowers. Spend a blissful time
surrounded by colorful flowers.
Tell the staff you saw
this article in “Why
KYOTO?” to receive
either bath powder of
matcha green tea used
in the course or a
milky white original
bath powder as a gift.
Take advantage of the
great service as well.

嵐湯
MENU

ARASHIYU

30-minute Course

15-minute foot bath plus 15-minute foot massage

50-minute Course

15-minute footbath plus 35-minute foot massage

Each course
comes with
a beverage

MISOGI (Salt Footbath)

¥ 3,780 (30min) / ¥ 5,940 (50min)

ZEN (Green Tea Footbath)

¥ 4,320 (30min) / ¥ 6,480 (50min)

MIYABI (Flower Footbath)

¥ 4,320 (30min) / ¥ 6,480 (50min)

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32

TEL 075-406-0010
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35-40
35-40 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 12pm-7pm (Last order: 6:30pm)
*Reservations take priority
CLOSED Open every day
ACCEPTED CARDS VISA, JCB, MasterCard, American Express
WEB https://ashiyu-arashiyama.jimdo.com/

Show your copy of “Why KYOTO?” to receive either

bath powder of matcha green tea or a milky white original bath powder as a gift.
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ENGLISH MENU

TR A I N

EXPERIENCE JAPANESE
HEALING, BEAUTY, AND HEALTH

T

his salon features skin care treatments and
products that are garnering attention not
only in Japan but also internationally. Inside
a renovated machiya townhouse, the space is quiet,
peaceful and serene, in the Japanese-modern style
using the original high ceilings and pillars.
Here, approximately 20 types of natural essential
oils, including the Japanese essential oil yuzu,
are available. Select the oil that suits your mood
and physical needs and have an original aromatic
treatment for everything from relaxation to
slimming. Among
the available options,
the aromatic hot
stone course is
recommended. It has
a long history in Japan
as being effective for
beauty and health as a
way to warm the body.
Using basalt from
Mount Fuji, which is

rare even in Japan, the body is warmed from its
core using far infrared radiation, to gently heal,
sooth and relax your muscles and body.
Additionally,
warmed stones are
used on the body
tension points
from the head to
the back of the feet
to lessen chills,
swelling, and
fatigue. Aromatic
oils rid the body
of metabolic waste and adjust the body line, leaving
the mind and body refreshed after treatment.
The chic treatment rooms have a Japanese-style
arrangement and are completely private. Two
beds are available so that couples and friends
can have treatments together while also enjoying
conversation. Experience a distinctive Japanese
healing, beauty and health treatment with valued
friends or family.

Nursery 京都本店 アロマティックトリートメントサロン
NURSERY KYOTO AROMATIC TREATMENT SALON
ENGLISH SPOKEN

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

31 D-4
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-371-1728
ADDRESS 京都市下京区綾小路通柳馬場西入ル／ 207-3 Ayazaimoku-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-7pm (Last admission: 6pm) *Reservation required CLOSED Wed. WEB http://www.nursery-beauty.com
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BAK E RY

4

bak e r ie s
recommended

by Kyoto bread lovers

sh o
n
a
p
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e
s
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h
01 Tais
This well-established bakery was founded in 1919.
An extensive array of breads familiar to people of all
ages line the shelves, from traditional jam-fi lled rolls
to stuffed breads and sandwiches, and breads with
soft centers and hard crusts that are popular with the
young. Among these, the medium-spicy curry bread
(¥162) has many fans. The secret to its popularity
seems to be that it is not greasy. The dough rises for a
long time at a low
temperature, and
after baking once,
it is deep fried
until crisp. Enjoy a
conversation with
the motherly fi gure
behind the counter.

Curry Bread
for ¥ 162
大正製パン所
Wi-Fi

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P
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TEL 075-441-3888
ADDRESS 京都市上京区今出川通千本東入ル般舟院前町 136
136 Hanshuin mae-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8:30am-6pm
CLOSED Sun., public holidays, and sometimes Mon.
PRICE from ¥108 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.eonet.ne.jp/˜taishoupan/index.html

*Dine-in seating available
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Yakisoba Bread
for ¥ 220
まるき製パン所

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

29 A-5
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TEL 075-821-9683
ADDRESS 京都市下京区松原通堀川西入ル北門前町 740
740 Kitamonzen-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 6:30am-8pm, Mon. and public holidays 7am-2pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE from ¥140 SMOKING No
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This bakery sells bread face-to-face, as it has done
since it opened about 70 years ago. Its soft and
flavorful coupé bread, a type of roll, is hugely popular.
Approximately 20 types of fi llings are available. They
include crunchy cabbage, potato salad, and croquettes
for sandwiches, and homemade bean jam and cream
for sweet breads. All are recommended, but why not
try the yakisoba bread (¥220), a distinctively Japanese
fi lling that is sure
to make a great
travel story back
home. Taste the
delicious blend of
three flavors: sweet
and sour sauce,
noodles, and bread.

B A KERY

K

yoto has a very traditional Japanese image, but did
you know that it is also known surprisingly as one of
Japan's largest consumers of bread? Several explanations
exist: it is easy and quick to eat for craftsmen, and residents
of Kyoto love new things. Here, we introduce four unique
breads that the bread connoisseurs of Kyoto adore!

03

aoiso

Y
Fruits parlor

This well-established shop, specializing in fruit
and founded in 1869, started a fruits parlor to
increase awareness of the deliciousness of fruit.
It offers a colorful Fruit sandwich (¥702) with five
types of fruit: strawberry,
papaya, kiwi, melon and
pineapple, accompanied
by a not-overly-sweet fresh
cream. Takeout is available,
but try to eat your fi ll of the
juicy, just-made sandwich
fi lled with fruit in the
parlor. Be sure to check out
the seasonal, limited-time
menu items, such as mango
and peach, and fi g.

Fruit Sandwich
for ¥ 702
フルーツパーラー

ヤオイソ

ENGLISH MENU

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P
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TEL 075-841-0353
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条大宮東立中町 496
496 Tatsunaka-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Fruit Shop 9am-6pm
Parlor 9:30am-5pm (Last order: 4:45pm)
CLOSED Open every day
(New Year holidays for parlor and Jan. 1 for fruit shop)
PRICE from ¥702 SMOKING No
WEB http://yaoiso.com/

an
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Sizuyapan

(Sweet Bean
Jam-filled Roll)

from ¥ 210 each
DOWNTOWN KYOTO

SIZUYAPAN 京都駅店

MAP P

32
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TEL 075-692-2452
ADDRESS 京都市下京区東塩小路高倉町 8-3
JR 京都駅八条口アスティロード内
Inside ASTY ROAD, Kyoto Station JR Hachijo entrance, 8-3
Higashishiokoji Takakura-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-9pm CLOSED Open every day
PRICE from ¥210 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.sizuyapan.kyoto.jp/

SIZUYAPAN is a well-known bakery in Kyoto, which
produces SIZUYAPAN, a gift for the important people
in your lives. This roll fi lled with a sweet bean jam
known as anpan is made from quality ingredients and
presented in deluxe packaging as if it were a Japanese
confection. The classic 10-piece and seasonal, limitedtime items are available in a large array at this store
only. Recommended are the MATCHA (left) fi lled with
matcha green tea sweet bean jam and honeyed adzuki
beans, the OGURA
(middle) fi lled with
Tamba Dainagon
sweet bean paste,
and the WAGURI
(right) containing
a whole chestnut.
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ENJOY THE LIVE
PERFORMANCE OF
YAKITORI FIRE!

Yakitori (charcoal-grilled chicken skewers) is one of
Japan’s favorite foods. TSUJIYA uses fresh chicken and
organic vegetables from local farmers. You can also enjoy
a variety of other options such as tofu, tempura, and
Japanese sake. Enjoy the cozy atmosphere of Kyoto.

TSUJIYA

Kyoto Charcoal Grilled Skewers
WEB http://www.kyoto-tsujiya.com/

本店

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

ORIGINAL LOCATION

MAP P

29 B-4
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TEL 075-241-3719
ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通二条上ル蒔絵屋町 256 関広ビル B1F
Kanko Bldg. B1F, 256 Makieya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

京都駅前店
KYOTO STATION LOCATION

KYOTO STATION AREA
MAP P

32
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TEL 075-365-8160
ADDRESS 京都市下京区塩小路通西洞院西入ル北不動堂町 570-3 2F
2F, 570-3 Kitafudodo-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

四条御幸町店
SHIJO GOKOMACHI LOCATION
TEL 075-371-5825
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通御幸町下ル大寿町 400
400 Daizu-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

MADE IN KYOTO
CHOCOLATE
Raw Table / Organic / Low-fat / Sugar-free
MADAGASCAR has been awarded the Bronze Award in
the International Chocolate Awards. It offers new types of
chocolate, rich with cacao and focused on nutritional value,
such as their bean-to-bar chocolates with added superfoods.

COCO
御幸町店
GOKOMACHI LOCATION

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

31 D-2
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-708-2010
ADDRESS 京都市中京区御幸町通三条下ル海老屋町 328
328 Ebiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10:30am-7:30pm CLOSED Open every day
PRICE From ¥2,000 to ¥3,000 WEB http://www.coco-cacao.jp/

京都マルイ店
KYOTO MARUI LOCATION

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-252-2110
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通河原町東入ル真町 68
68 Shin-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
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31 E-3
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DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P
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RESTAURANT OFFERING AN
IMPRESSIVE ARRAY OF STEAKS
This “steak” bar is conveniently located near the intersection
of Shijo and Karasuma streets. A variety of rare cuts, such as
Chateaubriand and chuck fl ap, are available. Diced steak in
ample proportions (¥1,069) and tender, lean sirloin tips (¥1,501)
are offered at
reasonable prices.
Cold vegetable
appetizers and pasta
also complement the
steak and roast beef.
Enjoy the meal with
special wines from
various countries
around the world.

ニクバルダカラ

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

NIKU BAR DAKARA

MAP P

ENGLISH MENU

30 C-3
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-241-4822
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル長刀鉾町31 四条ビヨンドビル B1F
Shijo Beyond Bldg. B1F, 31 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-2:30pm (Last order: 2pm)
5pm-12am (Food last order: 11pm, drink last order: 11:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day SMOKING No WEB http://nikubarudakara.com/

MODERN JAPANESE IZAKAYA
DOMA DOMA Japanese style pub
(izakaya), where the indirect
lighting creates a relaxing mood.
In addition to the a la carte menu
of cheese and vegetables, you
can enjoy fresh seafood such as
sashimi. The course menu offers
a Japanese beef sukiyaki course,
a chewy beef simmering hot
pot, in addition to the main hot
pot dishes. All courses include
appetizers, noodles, and dessert
at reasonable prices. You can add
an all-you-can-drink course with
over 60 drinks to choose from –
from draft beer to sangria.

土間土間 木屋町三条店
DOMA-DOMA

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

31 E-2
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KIYAMACHI SANJO LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

土間土間 西院駅前店
DOMA-DOMA

WEST KYOTO
MAP P

33
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SAIIN STATION LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-211-5000

TEL 075-316-7000

ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条下ル材木町 179 エフエス木屋町ビル 2F
FS Kiyamachi Bldg. 2F, 179 Zaimoku-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区西院東淳和院町 1-1 アフレ西院ビル 6F
Afure Saiin Bldg. 6F, 1-1 Saiinhigashijunnain-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 5pm-5am CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 5pm-5am CLOSED Open every day

AVERAGE ¥3,000 SMOKING Yes

AVERAGE ¥3,000 SMOKING Yes
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“WE ARE PARTICIPANTS in the HISTORY of the
KYOMACHIYA TOWNHOUSES that
LINK THE PAST and THE FUTURE”

Masao Ono

CEO of CAMPTON Inc.

After graduating from Keio University, he joined
SUMITOMO REALTY & DEVELOPMENT CO.,
LTD. He established WEEZ INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED through Citibank, N.A. In September
of 2015, he established CAMPTON Inc.

EXPERIENCE TRADITION IN
COMFORTABLE MACHIYA TOWNHOUSES

K

yomachiya townhouses were the residences
of the common people of the history-rich
city of Kyoto. These buildings exude the
simple, sophisticated beauty of Japan. CAMPTON
has renovated these kyomachiya townhouses to
provide them as lodging facilities. When this
company encountered the machiya townhouse
that is now its head oﬃce, the appeal of its beauty
was the start of its business objectives of “giving
new life to the Kyomachiya townhouses” and the
“preservation of Kyoto’s streetscape”.
Based on his experience as a developer, CEO Ono
wanted to preserve real estate using a method in
which historical buildings are not destroyed. The
method employed was that of renovation to make
buildings suitable for modern times while fully
displaying the good qualities of the old buildings,
so that they can survive into the future while
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producing equivalent economic
value as that of new buildings.
These reincarnated kyomachiya
townhouses function as cozy hotels.
To ensure that visitors experience a
special stay, amenities, bedding, and
heated floors are provided. Meals
are not offered to allow visitors ample opportunity
to enjoy the city of Kyoto and its rich, varied food
culture. Sightseeing recommendations, including
catered food are available for those who wish them.
Through concierge services, the goal is to provide
support for various questions that guests may have.
CEO Ono often mentions “our Kyoto”. He spoke
with a twinkle in his eye, saying that he wants
to introduce many people to the essence of Kyoto
as participants in its long history through the
kyomachiya townhouse.

西陣 五辻

ケンプトン9

ケンプトン10

CAMPTON 9 NISHIJIN ITSUTSUJI

西陣 有馬

CAMPTON 10 NISHIJIN

ケンプトン4

ARIMA

御所南ゑびす

CAMPTON 4 GOSHO-MINAMI-EBISU

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

ADDRESS 京都市上京区浄福寺通五辻下ル

ADDRESS 京都市上京区浄福寺通五辻下ル

ADDRESS 京都市中京区麩屋町通二条上ル

有馬町 185
185 Arima-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

有馬町 185
185 Arima-cho, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto

布袋屋町 490-2
490-2 Hoteiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

PRICE from ¥64,000

PRICE from ¥80,000

PRICE from ¥68,000

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 5 people

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 9 people

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 5 people

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

IMADEGAWA Stn.

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.

EMMACHI Stn.

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden
京都御苑

円町駅

JR Sagano
JR嵯峨

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

Line

丸太町駅

野線

Nijo Castle

KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.

二条城

NIJO Stn.

NISHIOJI
OIKE Stn.

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

二条駅

二条城前駅

JINGU MARUTAMACHI Stn.
神宮丸太町駅

KEIHAN
SANJO Stn.

烏丸御池駅

三条駅

GION
八坂神社
SHIJO Stn.
祇園四条駅

Kodaiji Temple

e

烏丸駅

i Lin

KARASUMA Stn.

四条駅

西線

SHIJO Stn.

阪急京都線

鉄東

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

蹴上駅

a
Toz

西院駅

地下

SAIIN Stn.

Yasaka Shrine

KEAGE Stn.

way

大宮駅

高台寺
京阪本線

GOJO Stn.
五条駅

丹波口駅

東本願寺

西本願寺

KYOTO Stn.

布袋屋町 490-2
490-2 Hoteiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
PRICE from ¥70,000

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.
清水五条駅

Kiyomizu-dera Temple
清水寺

Higashi Honganji Temple

Nishi Hongwanji Temple

Wi-Fi
ADDRESS 京都市中京区麩屋町通二条上ル

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

Keihan Railway
TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

御所南ほてい

CAMPTON 3 GOSHO-MINAMI-HOTEI

東山駅

SANJO Stn.
KAWARAMACHI Stn.
河原町駅

OMIYA Stn.

ケンプトン3

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

京阪三条駅

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

Su b

西大路御池駅

京都市役所前駅

京阪鴨東線

北野白梅町駅

出町柳駅

Keihan Railway Oto Line

Subway
Karasuma Line

KITANO
HAKUBAICHO Stn.

地下鉄烏丸線

今出川駅

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 8 people
CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,

Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

SHICHIJO Stn.
七条駅

京都駅

ケンプトン2

西洞院

CAMPTON 2 NISHI-NO-TOIN

ケンプトン1

艮

CAMPTON 1 USHITORA

Check-in and inquiries are handled here

ヘッドオフィス

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

ケンプトン

ADDRESS 京都市下京区西洞院通六条下ル

ADDRESS 京都市下京区新町通六条下ル

CAMPTON HEAD

西側町 492
492 Nishigawa-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

艮町 862-3
862-3 Ushitora-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto

ENGLISH SPOKEN

OFFICE

Wi-Fi

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

CHECK-IN 3pm-7pm CHECK-OUT 11am

TEL 075-533-7211

PRICE from ¥62,000

PRICE from ¥59,000

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 6 people

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GUESTS 6 people

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

CHECK-IN LOCATION 512 Washio-cho,
Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto (inside CAMPTON
Head Oﬃce)

ADDRESS 京都市東山区高台寺北門前通下
河原東入ル鷲尾町 512
512 Washio-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-7pm
WEB http://kyoto-campton.com/

The price varies depending on the number of guests, season, and day of the week. All lodgings are available for two or more guests.
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今出川通

北山通

Ichijo

33

P37

椹木町通

Sawaragicho

Takeyamachi

丸太町通

下立売通

出水通

Demizu

下長者町通

上長者町通

Shimodachiuri

京都府庁

一条通

Kitaoji

上御霊神社

Kamigoryo Shrine

丸太町駅

竹屋町通

MARUTAMACHI Stn.

京都御苑

Kyoto Gyoen
National Garden

京都御所

Kyoto Imperial
Palace

今出川駅

IMADEGAWA Stn.

相国寺

Shokokuji Temple

北大路駅

鞍馬口駅

中立売通

京都府立植物園

Kyoto Botanical
Garden

KITAOJI Stn.

KURAMAGUCHI Stn.

Kyoto Prefectural Office

Shimochojamachi

Kamichojamachi

Nakadachiuri

晴明神社

Seimei Shrine

西陣織会館

本法寺

Honpoji Temple

Nishijin Textile Center

Marutamachi

11

P22

Imadegawa

妙蓮寺

Myorenji Temple

北大路通

Kitayama

神社丸太町駅

JINGU
MARUTAMACHI Stn.

梨木神社

出町柳駅

DEMACHIYANAGI Stn.

北大路通

Nashinoki Shrine

北山駅

KITAYAMA Stn.

京大病院

Kyoto University
Hospital

32 P37

下鴨神社

Shimogamo Shrine

松ヶ崎駅

元田中駅

Chionji Temple

Marutamachi

熊野神社

Kumano Shrine

聖護院

平安神宮

今出

川通

御蔭通

P46

52

丸太町

通

吉田神社

修学院駅

真如堂

Shinnyo-do Temple

岡崎神社

Okazaki Shrine

金戒光明寺

Konkai Komyoji Temple

Yoshida Shrine

茶山駅

Heian Shrine

Shogoin Temple

京都大学

Kit aoji 北 大 路 通

一乗寺駅

D
SHUGAKUIN Stn.

ICHIJOJI Stn.

CHAYAMA Stn.

Mikage

Imadegawa

知恩寺

北山通

MOTOTANAKA Stn.

Kitayama

Kyoto University

MATSUGASAKI Stn.

C

白川通

3

2

建勲神社

Kenkun Shrine

船岡山公園

Funaokayama Park

Kit aoji

大徳寺

Daitokuji Temple

今宮神社

Imamiya Shrine

大宮通

Omiya

B

東大路通

A

地下鉄烏丸線

1

Senbon 千 本 通

線

CENTRAL KYOTO

堀川通

Horikawa

川

Subway
Karasuma Line

茂

京阪鴨東線

賀

Keihan Railway Oto Line

r
ive

Higashioji

n

山本

L ine
zan
way
Ei
Eiz a

R

R a il

mo
鉄叡

Ka
叡山
電

28
Shirakawa

3

霊鑑寺

Reikanji
Temple

安楽寺

Anrakuji
Temple

法然院

Honenin
Temple

銀閣寺

Ginkakuji
Temple

P16

3

2

1

6

5

4

四条通

京都鉄道博物館

Kyoto Railway Museum

御池通

大宮駅

五条通

四条大宮駅

四条駅

SHIJO Stn.

蛸薬師通

六角通

三条通

姉小路通

烏丸御池駅

KARASUMA
OIKE Stn.

東寺駅

TOJI Stn.

Oshikoji

Nishikikoji

Kujo

京都駅

KYOTO Stn.

京都タワー

Kyoto Tower

四条通

Shijo

高辻通

Takatsuji

Gojo
五条駅

GOJO Stn.

五条通

万寿寺通

Matsubara 松 原 通

仏光寺通

Manjuji

B

九条通

渉成園

京都市役所前駅

三条駅

SANJO Stn.

河原町駅

KAWARAMACHI
Stn.

清水五条駅

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.

建仁寺

Kenninji
Temple

祇園四条駅

GION SHIJO
Stn.

京阪三条駅

KEIHAN
SANJO Stn.

七条駅

三十三間堂

東福寺駅

C

o Line(Tok

sen Lin

e

今熊野観音寺

Imakumano kannonji Temple

線

hinkan

）
海道本線
湖線（東
JR琵琶

)
aido Line

清水寺

Kiyomizu-dera
Temple

高台寺

Kodaiji Temple

JR Biwak

道新幹

aido S
JR東海

JR Tok

智積院

Chishakuin Temple

妙法院

Sanjusangendo
Temple

七条通

TOFUKUJI Stn.

P49

59

Shichijo

八坂神社

知恩院

Chionin Temple

Yasaka Shrine

東山駅

京都市動物園

蹴上駅

KEAGE Stn.

金地院

D

永観堂

Eikando Temple

Smoking area

Temple

Shrine

南禅寺

Nanzenji Temple
Konchiin Temple

ロームシアター京都

ROHM Theatre Kyoto

Kyoto Municipal Museum of Art
京都市美術館 Kyoto City Zoo

岡崎公園

Okazaki Park

HIGASHIYAMA Stn.

みやこめっせ

Miyakomesse

細見美術館

Kyoto National Museum
SHICHIJO Stn. 京都国立博物館 Myohoin Temple

豊国神社

ロームシアター京都

ROHM Theatre Kyoto
Hosomi Museum

Toyokuni Shrine

HIGASHIYAMA P33

60 P50-51

錦小路通

Bukkoji

Shosei-en Garden

東本願寺

押小路通

二条通

KYOTO
SHIYAKUSHO-MAE Stn.

Ayanokoji 綾 小 路 通

烏丸駅

KARASUMA Stn.

Higashi Honganji Temple

KYOTO STATION AREA P32

西本願寺

Nishi Hongwanji Temple

12 P22

Takoyakushi

Rokkaku

Sanjo

Aneyakoij

二条城前駅

NIJO-JO MAE Stn.

Nijo

L in

A

15

ra

東寺

P24

Higashinotoin 東 洞 院 通

寺町通

JR
Na

Toji Temple

梅小路公園

Umekoji Park

京都水族館

Kyoto Aquarium

七条通

Gojo

13

P23

OMIYA Stn.

三条会商店街

SHIJO OMIYA Stn.

阪急京都線

Shichijo

丹波口駅

Oike

二条城

Sanjo-kai Shopping Arcade

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

TAMBAGUCHI Stn.

嵐電嵐山線

Randen
Arashiyama Line

Shijo

二条駅

JR Sagano Line

千本通

Senbon

JR嵯峨野線

堀川通

Horikawa

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

NIJO Stn.

油小路通

Aburanokoji

富小路通

DOWN TOWN KYOTO P30-31

西洞院通

Nishinotoin

高倉通
Takakura
堺町通
Sakaimachi
Yanaginobanba 柳 馬 場 通

Ebisugawa 夷 川 通

新町通

Shinmachi

烏丸通

Karasuma

麩屋町通

Nijo Castle
(Nijo-jo)

大宮通

Omiya

室町通

Muromachi

御幸町通

48

近鉄京都線

本線

京阪

Tominokoji
Fuyacho
Gokomachi
Teramachi

鴨川

Kamo River

河原町通

Kawaramachi

ay
ail w
an R
Ke i h

通
東大路

ioji
Higash

P42-43
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6

5

4

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

Nijo

NIJOJO-MAE Stn.
二条城前駅

高倉通

間之町通

Takakura

東洞院通

Higasinotoin

Ainomachi

車屋町通

Kurumayacho

45

烏丸通

P51

Karasuma

Ogawa

Aburanokoji

押小路通

両替町通

衣棚通

Koromonotana

Oshikoji

Ryogaemachi

新町通

Shinmachi

ANAクラウンプラザホテル京都

室町通

釜座通

Kamanza

ANA CROWNE PLAZA KYOTO

二条城

P49

58

Muromachi

西洞院通

Nishinotoin

Nijo Castle
(Nijo-jo)

小川通

油小路通

二条通

Kyoto International Manga Museum
京都国際マンガミュージアム

Oike

Subway Tozai Line

御池通

地下鉄東西線

KARASUMAOIKE Stn.
烏丸御池駅

Hotel Gimmond Kyoto
ホテルギンモンド京都

Villa Aneyakoji
姉小路別邸

Aneyakoji

姉小路通

Kyoto Kaleidoscope Museum
京都万華鏡ミュージアム

The Museum of Kyoto

Villa Sanjo Muromachi KYOTO

京都文化博物館

Books OGAKI

ヴィラ三条室町・京都

Sanjo-kai Arcade

大垣書店
烏丸三条店

京都三条会商店街

Sanjo

三条通

Mitsui Garden Hotel
Kyoto Sanjo

堀川通

三井ガーデンホテル
京都三条

Rokkaku-do Temple
六角堂

Hotel Monterey Kyoto

Yaoichi Honkan

ホテルモントレ京都

八百一本館

Rokkaku

六角通

Horikawa

P46

53

Wings Kyoto

Takoyakushi

蛸薬師通

Misayama Park

地下鉄烏丸線

三井ガーデンホテル京都新町別邸

ウィングス京都

Subway Karasuma Line

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shinmachi Bettei

御射山公園

P35

25
Nishikikoji

錦小路通

Books OGAKI
大垣書店 四条店

Sumitomo Mitsui
Daimaru Dept. Store
Banking Corporation
大丸

LAQUE
Shijo Karasuma
Hankyu Railway Kyoto Line
阪急京都線

三井住友銀行

LAQUE
四条烏丸

Shijo

KARASUMA Stn.

20 P25

烏丸駅
四条通

Tokyu Hands
Ikenobo Junior College
池坊短大

Mitsui Garden Hotel Kyoto Shijo

東急ハンズ

Bank of
TokyoMitsubishi UFJ

COCON
KARASUMA

三井ガーデンホテル京都四条

Ayanokoji

26 P35

三菱東京UFJ銀行
綾小路通

SHIJO Stn.
四条駅

KarasumaKyoto Hotel
からすま京都ホテル

Bukkoji

仏光寺通

Daiwa Roynet Hotel
Shimogyo
Police Station
下京署

Takatsuji

30

高辻通

ダイワロイネットホテル
京都四条烏丸

Hotel Nikko
Princess kyoto
ホテル日航
プリンセス京都

Bukkoji Temple
佛光寺

ザ・リッツカールトン京都

柳馬場通

富小路通

麩屋町通

御幸町通

寺町通

Yanaginobanba

Tominokoji

Fuyacho

Gokomachi

Teramachi

Nijo

二条通

FORTUNE GARDEN KYOTO
フォーチュンガーデン京都

Kyoto Hotel Okura

Kyoto City Hall

京都ホテルオークラ

京都市役所

KYOTO SHIYAKUSYO-MAE Stn.
Oike

京都市役所前駅

Zest Oike

御池通

姉小路通

24

P34

23

P34

Kyoto Royal
Hotel&Spa

Honno-ji Temple

寺町専門店会商店街

Aneyakoji

Teramachi Shopping Arcade

ゼスト御池

本能寺

京阪鴨東線

堺町通

56

Sakaimachi

Shrine
Temple
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping arcade
Post office
Police station / Police box(Koban)
Seven Bank ATM(Please refer to P12)
ATM information is current as of Aug. 1, 2017.
￥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas
Smoking area

THE RITZ-CARLTON KYOTO

P48

二条通

Keihan Railway Oto Line

Nijo

京都ロイヤル
ホテル＆スパ

Tenshoji Temple
天性寺

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.
三条京阪駅

Sanjo Arcade
Sanjo

三条商店街

三条通

MOVIX Kyoto
MOVIX京都

47

54

18

Mikihan
Ryokan

Pontocho Kaburenjo

Mina Kyoto

先斗町歌舞練場

ミーナ京都

21

55

63 P55

P47

OPA

KYOTO
TOURIST
INFORMATION
CENTER

先斗町通

鴨川

Kamo River

錦天満宮

先斗町公園

Pontocho

河原町通

Nishiki Tenmangu Shrine

Nishiki Market 錦市場

Pontocho Park

木屋町通

蛸薬師通

京都BAL

Kiyamachi

Takoyakushi

BAL KYOTO

Kawaramachi

61

ROUND1
ラウンドワン
新京極商店街

P52

寺町京極商店街

生祥児童公園

Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade

Seisho Jido Park

Teramachi Kyogoku Shopping Arcade

六角通

三条駅

P25

三木半旅館

Rokkaku

SANJO Stn.

川端通

P47

P24

Kawabata

P40

KAWARAMACHI Stn.

Books JUNKUDO

河原町駅

ジュンク堂書店 京都店

Shijo
Shijo

Fujii Daimaru
Dept. Store
藤井大丸

P24
Ayanokoji

Kyoto
MARUI

四条通

Takashimaya Dept. Store
髙島屋

四条通

Minamiza
Theater

京都マルイ

南座

19 P24

GION SHIJO Stn.

17

祇園四条駅

綾小路通

仏光寺通

Ke i h

an R

a

Bukkoji

il wa
京阪
y
本線

10 P21

Takatsuji

Kenninji Temple
建仁寺

高辻通

31

ARASHIYAMA
Gioji Temple
Seiryoji Temple

祇王寺

清凉寺

Nisonin Temple
二尊院

P38

丸太町通

Marutamachi

35

37

P38

Jojakkoji Temple
常寂光寺

Chikurin-no-Komichi
Bamboo Forest

46 P40

竹林

Nonomiya
Shrine

Okochi Sanso

野宮神社

ロッコ
列車

トロッコ嵐山駅

P39

天龍寺

ARASHIYAMA
TOROKKO Stn.

Arashiyama Park
嵐山公園

45

P40

ROKUOIN Stn.
鹿王院駅

RANDEN SAGA Stn.
嵐電嵯峨駅

嵐山駅

車折神社駅

ARISUGAWA Stn.

44 P40

43

9

Sanjo

有栖川駅

三条通

P20

42 P39

Ka

ts

渡月橋

ur

2

a

Ri

ve

r
桂

HANKYU ARASHIYAMA Stn.

Forinji Temple

阪急嵐山駅

法輪寺

Iwatayama Park

KURUMAZAKI
JINJA Stn.

ARASHIYAMA Stn.

Togetsukyo Bridge
P6

Line JR嵯
峨野線

Randen
Arashiyama Lin
e

P38

36
P40

JR Sagano

嵐電嵐山本線

41

6

P19

嵯峨嵐山駅

トロッコ嵯峨駅

39 P39

P39

Tenryuji Temple

SAGA ARASHIYAMA Stn.

SAGA TOROKKO Stn.

40

大河内山荘

Sa
Roma g a n o
嵯峨野 ntic Train
ト

P38

38

岩田山公園

Hankyu Railway
Arashiyama Line

川

Arashiyamahigasi Park

阪急嵐山線

嵐山東公園

Kyoto Yodobashi
京都ヨドバシ

P24

16

62

P52

Kyoto Tower
Hotel new Hankyu Kyoto

京都タワー

Kansai Tourist Information Center

京都新阪急ホテル

関西ツーリストインフォメーションセンター

Shiokoji 塩 小 路 通

Porta

Campus Plaza Kyoto
Rihga Royal Hotel Kyoto
リーガロイヤルホテル京都

Higashishiokoji
Park
東塩小路公園

Bic Camera
ビックカメラ

Mielparque Kyoto

京都駅前地下街 ポルタ

キャンパスプラザ

Kawaramachi 河 原 町 通

西洞院通

Daiwa Roynet Hotel
ダイワロイネットホテル京都駅前

Takakura 高 倉 通

七条通

Higashinotoin

Shichijo

東洞院通

東本願寺

Subway
Karasuma Line

地下鉄烏丸線

Higashi-Honganji Temple

Nishinotoin

Horikawa 堀 川 通

西本願寺

Aburanokoji 油 小 路 通

KYOTO STATION AREA
Nishi-Hongwanji Temple

メルパルク京都

KyotoCentury Hotel
JR-Kyoto
The CUBE
Hotel Granvia Kyoto 京都センチュリーホテル
Isetan Dept. 京都駅ビル専門店街 ホテルグランヴィア京都

JR京都伊勢丹

ザ・キューブ

Kyoto Tourist Information Center
京都総合観光案内所

KYOTO Stn.
京都駅

32

El Inn Kyoto

Hotel Keihan Kyoto
ホテル京阪京都
竹田街道

Takeda-kaido

東寺通

P23

烏丸通

Toji

14

エルイン京都

Karasuma

1

P4

Muromachi 室 町 通

Aburanokoji

イオンモール京都

Hachijo 八 条 通
Shinmachi 新 町 通

新・都ホテル

Aeon Mall Kyoto
近鉄京都線

Kintetsu Railway
Kyoto Line

油小路通

New Miyako
Hotel

Daiwa Roynet Hotel
ダイワロイネットホテル京都八条口

Foreign Friendly TAXI stand

HIGASHIYAMA
HIGASHIYAMA Stn.
Sanjo

SANJO KEIHAN Stn.
三条商店街

三条駅

Pontocho Kaburenjo
先斗町歌舞練場

OPA
オーパ

KAWARAMACHI Stn.

P36

57

29

河原町駅

Minamiza
Theater

Kyoto MARUI
京都マルイ

髙島屋

P45

Yasaka Shrine
P37

P36

八坂神社

31

Maruyama Park
円山公園

-Oji

Gion Kobu Kaburenjo

27

Yamato

町通
宮川

ho
w ac
Miy

ag a

Kam

P36

祇園甲部歌舞練場

Kodaiji Temple
高台寺

Kyoto Ebisu Shrine

Kenninji Temple

Yasui konpiragu Shine

京都ゑびす神社

建仁寺

安井金比羅宮

Kyoto Ryozen Gokoku Shrine
高台寺公園

宮川町歌舞練場

法観寺（八坂の塔）

二寧坂

通

Hokanji Temple

八坂通

Ninen-zaka

Yas aka

Rokudochinnouji Temple

川端

京都霊山護国神社

Kodaiji Temple park

Miyagawacho Kaburenjo

Kaw

Matsubara

28

東大路

ab a

ta

通

六道珍皇寺

松原通

K i yo

m iz

清水

Rokuharamitsuji Temple

u-za

坂

P36

ka

i- Oji

Higashiyama
Police Station

Higash

清水五条駅

五条通

産寧

KIYOMIZU GOJO Stn.

S ann

en -z

六波羅蜜寺

Gojo

49 P44

aka

ma

oR

chi

ive

r

河原

鴨川

町通

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line

ar a

よしもと祇園花月

50

大和大

阪急京都線

Kaw

知恩院

路通

祇園四条駅

Chionin Temple

四条通

30

南座

GION SHIJO Stn.

青蓮院門跡

Yoshimoto
Gion Kagetsu

P48

Shijo

Takashimaya
Dept. Store

Furukaw

東大路通

花見小

Pontocho

辰巳大明神

Shorenin-Temple

Hiaashi-Oji

Tatsumi Daimyojin Shrine
H an am 路 通
ikoji

木屋町通

京都BAL

Kiyamachi

新京極商店街

Shinkyogoku Shopping Arcade

先斗町通

BAL KYOTO

京阪本線

ROUND1
ラウンドワン

Keihan Railway

ミーナ京都

坂

Mina Kyoto

a- cho A

SANJO Stn.

i Line

線
地下鉄東西

rcade
古川町商
店街

三条京阪駅

Sanjo Arcade

Subway Toza

東山駅

三条通

Jishu Shrine

東山署

地主神社

Chawan-zaka
茶わん坂

Kiyomizu-dera Temple
清水寺

鞍馬寺

5

P17

Cable
Car

Eizan Railway
Kurama Line

八瀬比叡山口駅

Eizan Railway

KIBUNEGUCHI Stn.
貴船口駅

4

Rurikoin Temple

P19

北野天満宮

Im

e
ad

ga

wa

北野白梅町駅

一条通

Ichijo

Randen Kitano Line

瑠璃光院

Temple
Shopping arcade, Underground shopping archade

Police station / Police box (Koban)
Seven Bank ATM (Please refer to P12)

KITANOHAKUBAICHO Stn.
P17

Shrine

Post ofﬁce

今出川通

叡山電車

鞍馬駅

Kitano
Tenmangu
Shrine

8

YASE
HIEIZANGUCHI
Stn.

KURAMA Stn.

叡山電車鞍馬線

NORTHWEST KYOTO

Nishioji

Kuramadera Temple

NORTH KYOTO

西大路通

NORTH KYOTO

*ATM information is current as of Aug. 1, 2017.

¥1,000 Fine for smoking in prohibited areas

嵐電北野線

Smoking area

Marutamachi

34

丸太町通

P37

JR Sagano Line
Randen Kitano Line
嵐電北野線

Ryoanji Stn.
龍安寺駅

JR嵯峨野線

UZUMASA Stn.
太秦駅

P25

22

常盤駅
四条通

西大路通

K in き ぬ

UZUMASA Stn.

線

7

電嵐山

c hi
mi
no
akeけ の 路
k
u か

龍安寺

P19

WEST KYOTO
Nishioji

WEST KYOTO

Ryoanji Temple

R
A rash anden
iyama
Line
嵐

NORTHWEST KYOTO

Hankyu Railway
Kyoto Line
阪急京都線

Shijo

SAIIN Stn.
西院駅

Randen
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GET YOUR FILL OF WAGYU STEAK!
Indulge in a Frenchstyle Teppanyaki
course. Our courses
start with French
hors d’oeuvres and
fi nish in style with
a Japanese Black
Wagyu steak. We
use steaks that have
matured for two
weeks to develop its flavor. The meat being grilled in
front of your eyes is also a splendid performance!

鉄板焼きステーキ

素福

TEPPANYAKI STEAK SO-FUKU
TEL 075-256-0333
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル
上大阪町 521 京都エンパイアビル 8F
Empire Bldg. 8F, 521 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-11pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

AVERAGE ¥12,000
SMOKING No

MAP P

31 E-2
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TRY OUR SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE CUISINE
TO ACHIEVE BEAUTIFUL SKIN!
It is said that Suppon (soft-shelled turtle) was a favorite
of Yang Guifei, known in Japan as one of the three
great beautiful women in world history. Suppon is a
one-of-a-kind healthy food with excellent nutrients
that will lead to glowing skin. TSUBAKURO specializes
in Suppon dishes at reasonable prices. Not to mention,
we have Suppon nabe (hot
pot). We also have a wide
range of a la carte items
such as Suppon dashimaki
(Japanese omelette) and
Suppon karaage (deep fried).

ツバクロ すっぽん食堂
TSUBAKURO
SOFT-SHELLED TURTLE CUISINE

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

31 E-2
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-251-0234
ADDRESS 京都市中京区木屋町通三条上ル上大阪町516
キヤマチジャンクション 4F
Kiyamachi Junction 4F, 516 Kamiosaka-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm) CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ¥3,500 SMOKING Yes WEB http://www.suppon.info/
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Welcome to KYOTO TOKYU HANDS
TOKYU HANDS is a shop that is fi lled with all kinds of items,
including kitchen supplies, beauty goods, stationery, and
bags, offering visitors fun discoveries and happy surprises at
every turn. And you will also fi nd good souvenirs.

DO
PLEASE

SMOKE
W

1F

・Bags & Wallets
・Mobile Phone Accessories
・Travel Accessories

2F

・Health & Beauty
・Bath & Relaxation
・Sleep Care

3F

・Kitchen
・Laundry
・Cleaning Supplies

4F

・Stationery
・Design
・Crafts & Material
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ENGLISH SIGNAGE

LIMITS!

¥1,000

fine
ohibited
areas

C-3 26

東急ハンズ 京都店

IT Y
YOTO C
ITHIN K

for smo
king in
pr

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

NOT

Near
Daimaru Kyoto
大丸京都店
周辺店舗

TEL 075-254-3109
ADDRESS 京都市下京区四条通烏丸東入ル
長刀鉾町 27
27 Naginataboko-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-8:30pm
CLOSED Irregular holidays
WEB http://kyoto.tokyu-hands.co.jp/

Exceptionally: purchase after 8:00pm
Possible until 12:00pm of next day.

The City of Kyoto has made it mandatory
not to smoke on the streets within the
city limits. The city has also established
"Public Non-smoking Areas" where street
smoking is strictly prohibited. Persons
smoking in a Public Non-smoking Area
will pay a ¥1,000 ﬁne.
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A 建仁寺 KENNIN-JI TEMPLE
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

33

27

ENGLISH BROCHURE
TEL 075-561-6363
ADDRESS 京都市東山区大和大路通四条下ル小松町
Komatsu-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Nov. 1 to Feb. 28: 10am-4:30pm
(Admission until 4pm), Mar. 1 to Oct. 31: 10am5pm (Admission until 4:30pm)
CLOSED Dec. 28 to Dec. 31
ADMISSION ¥500, Middle/High School
Students (Ages 12-17) ¥300
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kenninji.jp/english/index.html

ஷߒ

9 min walk
A

WHY CAN YOU VIEW THE KENNIN-JI
TEMPLE GARDEN FROM ANY ANGLE?

A

ttracted by the colorful foliage, many people visit Kyoto in the
autumn. Visitors who want to enjoy the foliage serenely should aim
for a morning visit. Founded in 1202, KENNIN-JI Temple is Kyoto's
oldest temple of the Zen sect, and it is the best place for collecting your
thoughts. CHOUONTEI Garden (the garden of sound and tide) is nestled behind
the main building. In its center is a set of three stones. The meditation rock
sits in the east. Japanese maples planted there give the impression of ebb and
flow of the tides, from which the garden takes its name. There is no facade, so
visitors can enjoy a view from any direction. Depending on where you sit and
on the weather or the time of day, the scenery changes. Rather than seeking a
given solution, you can contemplate each thing your eye lights upon. Within
CHOUONTEI Garden, which is beautiful seen from any angle, try to experience
these Zen concepts.
B
After calming your mind, challenge
yourself to make a bowl or cup in this
relaxing environment. Create pottery
under the instruction of artisans of the
kiyomizuyaki pottery (at ZUIKOUGAMA)
tradition, which began in 1771. Your
creation will be delivered to you later
as a marvelous souvenir of your trip.
Try lunch at YAGURA across from the
C
MINAMIZA Theater. Its unusual signature dish
is called Nishin Soba (¥1,150) and consists of
herrings simmered in a secret sauce to retain
their shape, a fragrant broth, and chewy
noodles. Order it as part of the homemade
sansho chirimen rice set (¥1,350) to enjoy two
of Kyoto's famous dishes at the same time.
After lunch, stroll around the elegant streets of
D
Gion-machi and when you need a break, visit
TSUKIGASE. The key feature of the traditional
Japanese anmitsu dessert offered by this
sweets shop is the soft agar cubes and sweet
bean jam. Enjoy the Kyoto experience with the
matcha green tea cream anmitsu for ¥880.
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B

京都

瑞光窯 清水寺店

KYOTO ZUIKOUGAMA
KIYOMIZU-DERA TEMPLE LOCATION
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

33
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ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-744-6644
ADDRESS 京都市東山区八坂通下河原東入
八坂上町 385-5
385-5 Yasakakami-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-5pm (Admission until 4:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day

PRICE Cup Plan (20 to 30 minutes) ¥2,050
Standard Plan (40 to 60 minutes) ¥3,130
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.taiken-kiyomizu.com/en/
*International shipping available for ﬁnished product.
*Reservations required by e-mail (kyozuiko@gmail.
com) or telephone (English is not spoken on the
telephone).
*Same-day telephone reservations accepted.

14 min walk
C やぐ羅 本店
YAGURA MAIN LOCATION
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

33
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-561-1035 ADDRESS 京都市東山区

四条通大和大路西入ル北側中之町 211（南座向い）
211 Nakano-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-9pm (Last order: 8:45pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
AVERAGE ￥1,000 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.yagura-net.com/user̲data/info.php

1 min walk
D 月ヶ瀬 祇園いちむら店
TSUKIGASE GION ICHIMURA LOCATION
HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

33
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-525-2131
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 584
584 Gion-machi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 12pm-7pm
CLOSED Wed./First Thu. of the month
AVERAGE ￥900 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.tsukigase.jp

EXQUISITE JAPANESE "KYOTO BEEF" BRAND
RIVALING KOBE BEEF!

WAGYU BEEF LUNCH ACROSS THE STREET
FROM GION YASAKA-JINJA SHRINE

E

njoy reasonably priced, delicious Wagyu beef
at YAKINIKU ISHIYA, which is also frequented
by celebrities. The access and location of its
Gion restaurant is perfect. From the second floor, guests
can see YASAKA-JINJA
Shrine. The steak bowl
and hamburger that
are limited to the lunch
menu provide casual
dining, so drop in on a
break from sightseeing.
At night, enjoy highquality Wagyu beef at
other locations as well
for the total “Kyoto
beef” experience.

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P

28 C-2
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YAKINIKU
祇園店

HIGASHIYAMA

GION LOCATION

MAP P

28 B-3

33

31

TEL 075-531-0290
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 539
539 Gion-machi, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11:30am-4pm, 5pm-12am CLOSED Irregular holidays
SMOKING Designated area (11:30am-4pm) WEB http://www.regee.com/

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

ISHIYA

33

WEST KYOTO
MAP P

33
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出町店

府庁前店

太秦店

DEMACHI LOCATION

KYOTO PREFECTURAL OFFICE LOCATION

UZUMASA LOCATION

TEL 075-752-2929

TEL 075-211-2929

TEL 075-384-2929

ADDRESS 京都市左京区田中下柳町 29

ADDRESS 京都市中京区丸太町通油小路東入ル

29 Tanaka Shimoyanagi-cho, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto

横鍛冶町 99 ／ 99 Yokokaji-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区太秦北路町 25-1
25-1 Uzumasa Kitaro-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 6pm-12am *Fri., Sat.: until 2am

OPEN 6pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

CLOSED Thu.

CLOSED Tue.

OPEN 11:30am-2pm (Last order: 1:45pm)
5pm-12am (Last order: 11:30pm)

SMOKING Yes

SMOKING Yes

CLOSED Dinner time on Wed.

WEB http://www.regee.com/

WEB http://www.regee.com/

SMOKING Yes WEB http://www.regee.com/
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A 常寂光寺
JOJAKKO-JI TEMPLE
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32

35

ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-861-0435
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨小倉山小倉町 3
3 Sagaogurayama Ogura-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-5pm ADMISSION ￥500
SMOKING No WEB http://www.jojakko-ji.or.jp/

16 min walk

ອߒ

B オブカフェ
OBU CAFE
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32

36

A
ENGLISH MENU

WHY IS THERE NO FENCE AT
JOJAKKO-JI TEMPLE?

J

OJAKKO-JI Temple, where the 16th head priest of the HONKOKU-JI Temple
and poet Nisshin chose to retire, is well-known as a place where the
autumn leaves are particularly beautiful in the Saga-Arashiyama area.
When visitors pass through the NIO-MON Gate and look up at the main hall, it
must be surprising that the expansive precincts of the temple have no walls.
Nisshin, who believed that formality was unnecessary in retirement, did not
build sujibei walls. Sujibei walls were commonly used to indicate the rank of
the temple with the number of horizontal lines drawn on the wall. Within the
precincts, nothing blocks the view, and with each step on the stone stairs, the
view becomes more wonderful until visitors can gaze upon the city of Kyoto
from the temple's two-storied pagoda.
B
Since you are visiting Arashiyama, why not have
lunch at a restaurant with an excellent view? The
OBU CAFE is a Western-style cafe that is proud of its
open terrace. It is located on the 2F of the busy Randen
Arashiyama Station with many souvenir shops and
other stores. Rice simmered in a coarse green tea and
topped with salmon and salmon roe is available for
¥1,450. It is eaten covered in lots of its fragrant broth.
After lunch, how about trying a meat pie? JERRY'S PIES, located near the JR
Saga Arashiyama Station, creates authentic
C
English pies by hand and sells them in this small
shop. The Meat & Onion pie (¥378) with lots of
fi lling fits perfectly in the palm of your hand, so
why not enjoy one while continuing your stroll?
The Torokko Train, which runs along a
ravine, makes the perfect fi nale for your trip.
Enjoy gazing out the train's window, feeling a comfortable breeze, for the
approximately 25-minute ride between
D
Saga Station and Kameoka Station. In
autumn a glorious explosion of foliage
dyes the mountains red, and in the evening
until the last train, the line is illuminated.
It can be expected to be quite busy. Relax
by buying a ticket in advance when they go
on sale about 8:30am the day of your ride.
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-881-9530
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 20-1
京福嵐山駅はんなりほっこりスクエア 2F
Keifuku Arashiyama Station Hannari Hokkori
Square 2F, 20-1 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho,
Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN From mid-Mar. 11am-8:30pm (Last order: 8pm),
From mid-Oct. 11am-9pm (Last order: 8:30pm),
From the end of Dec. 11am-7pm (Last order: 6:30pm)
CLOSED Open every day
AVERAGE

￥1,200,

￥1,800 SMOKING No

WEB http://www.balnibarbi.com/shops/obu̲cafe/

10 min walk
C ジェリーズパイ
JERRY'S PIES
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32
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ENGLISH MENU
TEL 075-862-3321
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺瀬戸川町 6-7
クリスタルコートさが１F
Crystal Court Saga 1F, 6-7 Sagatenryuji
Setogawa-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm (Dine-in last order: 5:30pm)
CLOSED Wed.
PRICE Sweet pies for ￥324, Pie of the day for ￥378
SMOKING No WEB http://www.jerryspies.com/
*Dine-in is available

4 min walk
D 嵯峨野トロッコ列車
SAGANO ROMANTIC TRAIN
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32
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ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-861-7444

(Telephone service, Japanese only)
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天竜寺車道町（トロッ
コ嵯峨駅）／ (Saga Torokko Station) Sagatenryuji
Kurumamichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 1 train per hour from 9:01am-4:01pm
(To Kameoka Torokko Station), 1 train per hour
from 9:29am-4:29pm (To Saga Torokko Station)
CLOSED Wed. (Changes according to the season)
FARE Adult: ¥620, Children (Ages 6-12): ¥310
SMOKING No
SALES LOCATIONS At Sagano Scenic Railway
ticket-window (excluding Hozukyo Station)
WEB https://www.sagano-kanko.co.jp/english.php

MUST-EAT ARASHIYAMA
GOURMET CUISINE

K

YOMISAISAI
ARASHIYAMA ANJU
serves creative
Japanese dishes
with the fi nest
ingredients Kyoto
has to offer yudofu (boiled
tofu), Kyoto beef, yuba (tofu skins)
and namafu (steamed wheat
gluten). Located on Arashiyama’s
main street across from the
entrance to the bamboo forest,
the restaurant is a fi ve-minute
walk from Togetsukyo Bridge.
The menu features a la carte don
rice bowls and 3,000 to 4,000 yen
courses with seven to nine dishes.
Large paper lanterns mark the location of ARASHIYAMA UDON OZURU.
The noodles - freshly
homemade every day
- have a smooth taste
and a springy texture.
Creative and popular
Arashiyama udon bowls
include Kyoto-style udon
and tempura udon with
namafu and yuba.

京味菜彩 嵐山 庵珠
KYOMISAISAI
ARASHIYAMA ANJU

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32
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For French cuisine made
with Kyoto vegetables
and other ingredients, try
ARASHIYAMA KOHAKUDOU. The European hotel
atmosphere is perfect
for relaxing after a long
walk through the Sagano
area. The menu features
the popular hamburger
steak and courses from
2,000 yen in addition to vegetarian options. With an
extensive dessert menu, the restaurant doubles as a cafe
for lighter eating.
Finish off the day with Japanese sweets in the special
seating area at ARASHIYAMA OBUU. Enjoy full views
of Arashiyama and Togetsukyo Bridge from these
sought-after seats, and savor the lip-smacking matcha
green tea and hojicha
roasted green tea parfaits
you will only fi nd in Kyoto. Matcha jelly, shaved
ice, and iced lattes are also
great ways to unwind.

嵐山 琥珀堂
ARASHIYAMA

KOHAKUDOU

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-882-5521

TEL 075-861-0231

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺北造路町 48-3
48-3 Sagatenryuji Kitatsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺立石町 1-4
1-4 Sagatenryuji Tateishi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
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OPEN 11am-8pm CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11am-6pm *Extended hours during the spring and fall tourist seasons

AVERAGE ¥3,000 SMOKING No

CLOSED Irregular holidays

WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

SMOKING Designated area (Terrace only) WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

嵐山うどん おづる
ARASHIYAMA UDON

OZURU

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32
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嵐山 おぶう
ARASHIYAMA

OBUU

AVERAGE ¥1,500

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32
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ENGLISH MENU

ENGLISH MENU

TEL 075-881-5514

TEL 075-872-9022

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 22-4
22-4 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 37-17 新八茶屋 2F
Shinpachichaya 2F, 37-17 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 11am-8pm
CLOSED Open every day

OPEN 11am-7:30pm (Last order: 7pm)
*Extended hours during the spring and fall tourist seasons

AVERAGE ¥990 SMOKING No

CLOSED Open every day

WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

SMOKING No WEB http://www.turning.co.jp/

AVERAGE ¥1,000
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YOUR FAVORITES
Here is a treasure island where joy and happiness
spring up! You can surely fi nd your favorites.

ISHIKAWA BAMBOO SHOP is located in the natural
beauty of Arashiyama, Kyoto. Since 1935, our shop
has specialized in the best bamboo products.
At the original location, there are over 1,000 items
on display. At the Shoryuen Shop, across from our
original location, you can watch artisans weaving
bamboo baskets and also partake in the experience.
京都・嵐山

いしかわ竹の店

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA ISHIKAWA

You can exchange 12 different
currencies into Japanese Yen

京雑貨

USD

EUR

KRW

TWD

THB

SGD

CNY
and more

ARASHIYAMA

洛楽

SOUVENIR SHOP RAKURAKU

MAP P

32
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ORIGINAL LOCATION
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

BAMBOO SHOP
ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32
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TEL 075-861-0076
ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺造路町 35
35 Sagatenryuji Tsukurimichi-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-6pm (April-November)
11am-5pm (December-March)
CLOSED Open every day

Tax-free Shop

ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

WEB http://www.takenomise.com/

TEL 075-864-5130

SHORYUEN LOCATION

ADDRESS 京都市右京区嵯峨天龍寺芒ノ馬場町 3-18
3-18 Sagatenryuji Susukinobaba-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-6pm CLOSED Open every day
WEB http://www.rakuraku-kyoto.com

TEL 075-861-5580
ADDRESS Arashiyama Shoryuen 2F

(facing the original location)

MATCHMAKING AT
SAGANO IN KYOTO
THE TALE OF GENJI

"MIYABI" CHARM
The charm will be
mailed to you after
a special prayer has
been said (¥1,000
including shipping)
Accepting
special prayer for
matchmaking

The Tale of Genji, The God of Love
Sagano Palace

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P

32
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NONOMIYA Shrine
嵯峨野の宮

野宮神社

京都市右京区嵯峨野宮町 1
1 Saganomiya-cho, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto

TEL. 075-871-1972
E-mail：kakeno@jinja.or.jp
http://www.nonomiya.com/
Sagano Tour Starting Point: 5 min. walk from Arashiyama

40

ARASHIYAMA
MAP P
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Internatio nal student show

s

O
HOW TO RIDE the BUS in KYOT

朴 康濬 Park Kangjune
Junior studying at the Department
of International Relations,
Ritsumeikan University. Has lived in
Kyoto for 5 years. He is interested
in civic activities and actively
participates in Kyoto's community
development activities.

Kyoto City bus is very convenient as it not only runs on the main
roads, but also goes close to famous temples and shrines.
Master how to ride them to enjoy sightseeing in Kyoto in comfort!

how to
RIDE

how to
GET OFF

up,
lit
r is will
e
z
us
uz
p.
he b
he b
sto
If t eans t next
m
e
h
t
t
i
p at
sto

how to
PAY

As a rule with Kyoto City buses, one goes
in from the rear door and goes out from
the front door. Most fares for Kyoto
City buses are ¥230 (¥120 for children)
but if you are riding buses that runs
outside the single fare areas, be sure to
take the ticket from the machine at the
rear door. You can easily tell the buses
that run outside the single fare areas
because the route number is displayed
in black letters on a white background.

Direction banner (displays the route number and destination)
Bus route display

Front door

Rear door

You must press the buzzer when you
want to get off. The best timing for
this is right after the announcement
for the next stop or when the next
destination is displayed on the screen
at the front of the bus, after the bus
leaves the last stop. The bus will not
stop unless the buzzer is pressed.

Pointi

ng con
versat
board
ion
is ava
ilable
on the
bus!

ATTENTION
Put large luggage to the side of the aisle.
Do not stand near the entrance and exit, stand inside the yellow guidelines.
Ask the driver questions only when the bus is stopped.

Fare box monitor
Fare (coin) slot
IC card reading unit
Change machine for coin slot
(¥500, ¥100 and ¥50 coins)

Card ticket slot
Change machine for bill slot
(¥1,000 bill only)

Fare is paid as you get off the bus.
Fares for the single fare area is ¥230
(¥120 for children). For a fare that
is outside the single fare area, take
a look at the number displayed on
your ticket and pay the fare that
corresponds with that number on the
board in the front of the bus. Buses do
not have change so if you are paying
by cash, bring along suﬃcient number
of coins (¥1,000 bills can be exchanged
with the fare box machine).

Exchanged coins slot

Kyoto city bus travel map “Bus Navi”
For detailed instruction on how to use the bus,
refer to "Bus Navi". This map is distributed from the
ofﬁ ces of Kyoto Municipal Transportation Bureau.
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KARA-MON Gate

Tour of world heritage site

NIJO-JO CASTLE

N

IJO-JO Castle is famous as a World Heritage
Site and is visited by nearly two million
people annually. Naoko, a certified Kyoto City
Visitors Host, showed us around the grounds. Many
historical structures and works of art still remain
today inside NIJO-JO Castle, which was built in 1603.
Learning about the background of each of these and
the human drama behind them, makes your visit much
more enjoyable than just looking at them. Naoko, who
feels this way, explains
illustrated panels and
other pieces of interest
against the backdrop
of the rise and fall of
the Tokugawa family,
who built the castle,
and the restoration of imperial rule to the court after a
period of 260 years of power by the shogunate.
Pass through the main HIGASHI OTE-MON Gate and
walk to the KARA-MON Gate, which is adorned with
richly colored sculptures. The crane and turtle that
signify longevity and the lion that protects the sacred
grounds emanate
elegance. Within the
NINOMARU -GOTEN
Palace, the rooms
progress from the
foremost waiting room
KARA-MON Gate Decorations
(Lion and Peonies)
(TOZAMURAI/ a type
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of guard room in the castle) to the Shogun's reception
room and the great hall for audience with the Shogun
(OHIROMA ICHI-NO-MA, NI-NO-MA/First and Second
Rooms), and then even further to the living room and
bedroom of the Shogun (SHIRO-SHOIN). As you move
further into the back, the space becomes more private.
Particular attention should be paid to the pictures on
the partitions. The initial sharpness of the intensely
drawn tigers, leopards, and pine trees gives way to a
softer touch as you move further into the building. This
also indicates the glory of the Tokugawa family.
Guardroom Partition Painting
(Bamboo and Tigers)

Rather than listing dates or architectural styles, Naoko
exposes living history. She is currently preparing a guided
tour that lets you enjoy the distinctive charm of this
kind of guide. This year marks 150 years since imperial
restoration, so make sure not to miss NIJO-JO Castle!

HIGASHI OTE-MON Gate

NINOMARU Garden

NINOMARU-GOTEN Palace

OHIROMA ICHI-NO-MA, NI-NO-MA/
First and Second Rooms

City of Kyoto Visitors Host

ポゲデ ティアナ 直子
NAOKO TIANA POGEDE (NAO)
Born in Kyoto, she wants visitors to know the appeal of Kyoto
by acting as their guide. Along with her ever-present smile, she
provides fun guided tours with stories that will interest everyone.

元離宮 二条城

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

NIJO-JO CASTLE

MAP P

29 A-4
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OHIROMA YON-NO-MA/Fourth Room

ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-841-0096
ADDRESS 京都市中京区二条通堀川西入ル二条城町 541
541 Nijojo-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 8:45am-4pm (Closes: 5pm)
ADMISSION Adults ￥600, Middle/High School Students (Ages 13-18) ￥350,

Elementary School Students (Ages 7-12) ￥200, Students not yet in elementary school are free
CLOSED New Year holiday (Dec. 26-Jan. 4),
Tue. in Dec., Jan., Jul., and Aug. (next day if public holiday)
SMOKING Yes (Designated smoking area only)
WEB http://www2.city.kyoto.lg.jp/bunshi/nijojo/english/index.html
*FREE Wi-Fi available in rest area *It may be closed to the public when hosting state or oﬃcial guests.

SHIRO-SHOIN

BOOK YOUR PERSONAL KYOTO SPECIALIST GUIDE
ht t p: // w w w. k y o t o v i s it o r s ho s t .c o m /e n /

How to use the search site
1 SEARCHING

2 RESULTS / DETAILS

3 CONTACT SCREEN

Specify the conditions of the
search, such as the date and
language, and perform the search.

Select the guide you would like to
request from a list of matching guides
to see a detailed profile and availability.

Enter the desired date and time, language,
number of people and any other
information before submitting the inquiry.
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IMMERSE YOURSELF in JAPANESE

FESTIVITIES

Bamboo forest walkways

T E M P L E I L L U M I N AT I O N

A R A S H I YA M A H A N ATO U R O

KODAI-JI Temple was established in 1606 by the
noble woman, Nene, in memory of her husband
Hideyoshi Toyotomi, a military commander
considered to be the 2nd unifier of Japan. The
temple grounds contain historical buildings,
such as the Founder's Hall and the gold-lacquered
mausoleum where Nene rests, as well as gardens
featuring tea houses, ponds and a bamboo grove,
around which visitors can stroll to see the distinct
beauty each season has to offer. The temple and
gardens are open at night several times a year and
lit up to create a profound and magical atmosphere.
The autumn leaves reflected in the ponds are a
sight no visitor to Kyoto should miss. A sense of
nostalgia and mystery are provided by the unique
audio-visual show projected onto the dry landscape
garden in front of the Main
Hall where visitors are invited
to sit, relax, and reflect. This
important cultural property
has retained the same
appearance since it was fi rst
built and provides a vast yet
subtle environment in which
to quietly immerse yourself.

Similar to the HIGASHIYAMA HANATOURO event
in March, this seasonal festival in Kyoto has been
held every year in the Saga-Arashiyama area since
December of 2005. During this period of 10 days,
about 2,500 paper lanterns decorate distinctive,
natural and historical sites, such as waterfronts
and bamboo groves. Voluminous Ikebana flower
arrangements adorn the entire area. When
Arashiyama's landmark TOGETSUKYO Bridge is
illuminated, a magnificent, otherworldly scene
emerges, allowing visitors to enjoy a slightly
different atmosphere than in the daytime. Visit
temples and shrines that have special visiting hours
at night and enjoy strolling amid the soft light
of paper lanterns lit by LED light bulbs. Handson events, such as writing messages and creating
original paper lanterns are also held. The walking
area is extensive.
Togetsukyo bridge
For visitors
who want to
see everything,
we recommend
arriving early
for a leisurely
stroll.
Photograph provided by Kyoto Hanatouro Promotion Council

高台寺・秋の夜間特別拝観

HIGASHIYAMA

KODAIJI LIGHTSCAPE
2017 AUTUMN

MAP P

ENGLISH BROCHURE
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Wi-Fi

DATE Oct.21 (Sat.) to Dec.10 (Sun.), 2017

ARASHIYAMA

KYOTO ARASHIYAMA HANATOURO-2017
ENGLISH BROCHURE
DATE Dec 8 (Fri.) to Dec 17 (Sun.), 2017

TIME 9am-10pm (Sunset Illumination: Reception closes at 9:30pm)

ILLUMINATION TIME 5pm-8:30pm

ADDRESS KODAI-JI Temple (京都市東山区高台寺下河原町 526

PLACE Saga-Arashiyama Area

526 Shimokawara-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto)

Nearest Stations: Hankyu Arashiyama Station,
Randen Arashiyama Station, and JR Saga Arashiyama Station

ADMISSION Adults ¥600, Middle/High School Students (Ages 13-

18) ¥250 (including SHO MUSEUM)
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京都・嵐山花灯路-2017

TEL 075-561-9966

ADMISSION Free
(Viewing fees for temples/shrines are required separately)

WEB http://www.kodaiji.com/e̲index.html

WEB http://www.hanatouro.jp/e/arashiyama/index.html

IMMERSE YOURSELF in JAPANESE

CULTURE

KANJI MUSEUM

MANGA MUSEUM

Tourists who are interested in Kanji, Japanese
characters originating from China, and people
studying Japanese language will love this museum,
located near YASAKA-JINJA Shrine. Japan's fi rst
hands-on-style Kanji character museum, it not only
presents the origin and history of the characters
in a way that is easy to understand but also offers
innovative interactive exhibits including special
games and movies so that visitors have fun while
learning. The museum is full of unique attractions,
such as a historical picture scroll of Kanji
characters on the 1F and Japanese-style playing
cards on a touch panel on the 2F that lets you
combine radicals to create Kanji characters. While
enjoying yourself in a theme-park atmosphere,
you might just learn the reading of some Kanji
characters. In the museum,
view the current powerful
depictions of the KANJI OF
THE YEAR® announced at an
end-of-the-year event in Kyoto
at KIYOMIZU-DERA Temple.

"Manga" comic books and graphic novels represent
Japanese popular culture, and the word manga
is now in common use worldwide. This museum
specializes in these manga, and the museum,
which used to be an elementary school, houses over
300,000 precious materials. Among these are the
approximately 5,000 manga books that are located
on what is called "The Wall of Manga," bookshelves
that extend a total of 200 meters throughout the
museum. Feel free to read a few. Same-day re-entry
is permitted. On a sunny day, you can lie down on
the lawn and read a manga, have a meal, and spend
the day the way you want. It is very appealing.
There is also the "Manga Expo" where a collection
of Japanese manga translated into several other
languages and manga written in other countries
and regions are
gathered. Fans
will love it, but
anyone can
relax and enjoy
the culture of
manga.

漢検 漢字博物館・図書館

漢字ミュージアム

JAPAN KANJI
MUSEUM&LIBRARY
ENGLISH BROCHURE

Wi-Fi

京都国際マンガミュージアム

HIGASHIYAMA
MAP P
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KYOTO INTERNATIONAL
MANGA MUSEUM
ENGLISH SPOKEN

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

Wi-Fi

MAP P
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TEL 075-757-8686
ADDRESS 京都市東山区祇園町南側 551
551 Gion-machi south side, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9:30am-5pm (Last Admission: 4:30pm)

TEL 075-254-7414
ADDRESS 京都市中京区烏丸通御池上ル
Karasuma-Oike, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

CLOSED Mon. (Open Mon. if public holiday and closed Tue.)

OPEN 10am-6pm (Last admission: 5:30pm)

ADMISSION Adults ￥800,

CLOSED Wed. (Open if public holiday and

University Students (ID required) ￥500,
High School Students (Ages 16-18) ￥500,
Junior High School Students (Ages 13-15) ￥300,
Elementary School Students (Ages 6-12) ￥300
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kanjimuseum.kyoto/

closed following Thu.)
ADMISSION Adults ￥800,
Middle/High School Students (Ages 12-17)
￥300, Children (Ages 6-11) ￥100
SMOKING No
WEB https://www.kyotomm.jp/en/
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BRING HOME A PIECE OF KYOTO
Introducing merchandise to make your trip to Kyoto even
more fun as the autumn excursion season begins. All kinds
of things are available, from products with convenient
features for strolling around the city or those with
impactful designs. Accessorizing with small objects bearing
Japanese or Kyoto-style designs is sure to lift your mood.

All prices include tax (as of August 2017)

A

White sneakers with cloth straps produced in Japan
called HANAO SHOES. The straps or hanao are the thongs
on geta or zori, traditional Japanese footwear. The thongs
are made with thorough dedication using primarily the
KIKUNOKONOMI brand, which is an approved purveyor
to the Japanese Imperial Household. These imaginative
sneakers are reminiscent of the Japanese kimono and
are also fun as an everyday accent.
HANAO SHOES
(the pattern on the shoes varies depending on the time period)
Size: XS S M L XL Price: ¥16,800 (+tax)

A

B

CHIMASKI STUDIO

NORTH KYOTO
MAP P

ENGLISH SPOKEN

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-744-6152
ADDRESS 京都市左京区田中東高原町 40

40 Tanaka Higashitakahara-cho,
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto
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28 D-2
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京都

唐草屋

KYOTO KARAKUSAYA

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

30 B-2

TEL 075-221-0390
ADDRESS 京都市中京区室町通六角下ル鯉山町 510 宮井京都ビル 1F
Miyai Kyoto Bldg. 1F, 510 Koiyama-cho,
Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 11am-6pm

OPEN 11am-7:30pm (Sat. 1pm-7:30pm)

CLOSED Tue. (Open if public holiday),

CLOSED Sun. and second Sat. of the month

New Year holidays

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://wholelovekyoto.jp

WEB http://www.karakusaya.co.jp/
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B

Furoshiki (Japanese wrapping cloths) are traditionally
used for wrapping up items to take with you. Depending
on how they are tied, these cloths can easily take on
different shapes. When not in use, they can be folded
up, so they have become quite popular as bags in
recent years. KARAKUSAYA, a furoshiki specialty store,
recommends the Koto Metro, one furoshiki that reminds
you of Kyoto inspired by cherry blossoms, foliage, the
Gion Festival, Kyoto Tower, and the lines inspired by the
Kyoto subway system. This item makes going out fun!
Koto Metro (Left: Celadon green, Right: Orange)
Size: 90cm in width (100% cotton) Price: ¥4,104

C

This store has a variety of new style T-shirts and
miscellaneous items resulting from adding a little of the
essence of Kyoto to the Japanese-style prints inspired by
Japanese gardens and Kyoto’s four seasons. Distinctive Kyoto
motifs, such as Maiko (geisha in training) and the Kyoto
Tower, are depicted in pop-art style on small objects that
make perfect souvenirs of Kyoto. Among these, the cross-body
pouch used when going out or traveling is popular. A pocket
located inside the pouch makes it functional and convenient.
Odekakegamako / Pouch
(Left: Kyoto Tower print, Right: Maiko and Kyoto Tower print)
Size: Height 20cm, width 17cm, and pouch opening 12.5cm Price: ¥4,212

D

This store creates original textiles with the idea of
developing new Japanese cultural creations. It sells
Japanese clothing, such as rubber-soled split-toed
shoes, and small objects. A large variety of Japanesestyle socks called tabi (having a separate section for
the big toe) with colorful pop-art depicting Japanese
traditional motifs, such as a fi shing vessel with the "bigcatch" banner hoisted above the ship when returning to
harbor with a big haul, or seasonal flowers. Wear this
Japanese footwear like socks for a casual taste of Japan.
Tabishita (Left: Tairyobata/Big-catch Banner, Right: Hanten/Traditional Japanese short jacket)
Size: Women's (23-25cm), Men's (25-28cm) Price: ¥594

C
kitekite 京都本店
KITEKITE KYOTO MAIN LOCATION

D
DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

31

D-2 54

SOU・SOU 足袋
SOU SOU TABI

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

Wi-Fi

ENGLISH SPOKEN

TEL 075-744-6301

TEL 075-212-8005

ADDRESS 京都市中京区柳馬場通六角上ル槌屋町 95

ADDRESS 京都市中京区新京極通四条上ル中之町 583-3
583-3, Nakano-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

95 Tsuchiya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-7pm

OPEN 11am-8pm

CLOSED Irregular holidays

CLOSED Open every day

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://kitekite-kyoto.com/shop/

WEB http://www.sousou.co.jp/

31 E-3
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JAPANESE SWEETS Fall sensations
Struggling to ﬁnd the perfect Kyoto souvenir? Try these confections!

Yakiguri (Roasted Chestnuts) /
Fukuguri (Good-luck Chestnuts)
・Roasted Chestnuts 4 pcs (¥864) *1 pc (¥249);
Good Luck Chestnuts 4 pcs (¥1,080) *1 pc (¥270)
・Good for 10 days (including the date of manufacture)

B

A

This well-established Japanese confection
store was founded in 1755. In addition to
traditional Japanese confections, Original
Kyoto confections are also popular. One
of these confections is this dry confection
representing the season in a small box. The
Tatsutagawa box makes its appearance in
the fall with a colorful brocade-like theme.
The aqua-colored kompeito sugar candies
give the impression of the river, and the
leaves are depicted as gently floating on
the water's surface. Enjoy them while
envisioning the scenery of Japan. The upper
row contains a Japanese confection of dried
wheat gluten made primarily with flour.

Dry Confection Tatsutagawa
・1 box (¥756)
・Good for 30 days from the date of manufacture
・Available Oct. 5-Nov.26

A
二條若狭屋 寺町店

B
DOWNTOWN KYOTO

NIJO WAKASAYA

MAP P
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俵屋吉富 祇園店

HIGASHIYAMA

TAWARAYA YOSHITOMI

MAP P
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TERAMACHI LOCATION

GION LOCATION

TEL 075-256-2280

TEL 075-541-2543

ADDRESS 京都市中京区寺町通二条下ル榎木町 67

ADDRESS 京都市東山区四条通大和大路西入ル中之町 216 祇園 OKI ビル
Gion OKI Bldg., 216 Nakano-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

67 Enoki-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
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The Yakiguri and Fukuguri have
remained the signature products of NIJO
WAKASAYA with over a 100 years of
history. The Yakiguri (Right) are premium
large chestnuts enrobed in a chestnut
paste and roasted until lightly browned.
The mellow sweetness and fragrance
derived from the chestnuts are its key
features. The Fukuguri (Left) are large
chestnuts enrobed in chestnut and azuki
bean paste and fi nished with a sweet jelly
for a mild, sweetness that is popular.

OPEN 9am-6pm

OPEN 10am-7pm

CLOSED Wed.

CLOSED Irregular holidays

SMOKING No

SMOKING No

WEB http://http://www.kyogashi.info/

WEB http://www.kyogashi.co.jp/

The Japanese enjoy many expressions of the fall, including fall art, fall reading, and fall sports. Among these, the one that
cannot be missed is fall eating. Fall is the season of harvesting all kinds of fruits and vegetables, producing a huge lineup of
delicious food. In this issue, we are focusing on Japanese-style sweets of the fall. The delicacy and depth of artisanal expertise
can be found everywhere in these Japanese-style confections embodying the appearance and ingredients of the season.

C

Honwaka Maru - Chestnut
・1pc (180+tax)
・Good for 36 days (including the date of manufacture)
・Available from Sep. 1-the end of Nov.

D

This Japanese-style confectionary store
has been in business since its founding
150 years ago and now is managed by its
seventh-generation owner. Its seasonal
confections that weave in the natural
beauty of the four seasons are wellreceived. We recommend the Momiji
Kasane (Layer of Leaves) with its motif
of bright leaves decorating Kyoto in the
fall. Each layer contains different color
leaves that gradually transition as they get
deeper, depicted in a sweet bean paste jelly.
So beautiful it is almost a shame to eat
it, this elegant Japanese-style confection
pleases the eye and the taste buds.

Seasonal Confection Momiji Kasane
(Layers of Leaves)
・1 box 240 g (¥1,080)
・Good for 30 days from the date of manufacture
・Available Sep.-Nov.

C

D

然花抄院 京都室町本店
ZEN KASHOIN

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P

KYOTO MUROMACHI Store
ENGLISH MENU

This popular Japanese-style confectionary
store is located on Muromachi Street among
kimono sellers. A cafe/gallery provides
a view of an inner courtyard. It has a
complete line of castella cakes and Westernstyle baked goods made from carefully
selected ingredients and production
methods. In the fall, a confection made
with pancakes sandwiching chestnut and
sweet paste (dorayaki) is a must-try. Sweet
paste that pairs well with the astringent
taste of the chestnuts is sandwiched
between soft, mellow pancakes, resulting
in a flavorful treat. The taste of elegance
will fi ll your mouth.

30 B-1
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京菓匠 七條甘春堂
KYOKASHO

SHICHIJO KANSHUNDO

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P
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Wi-Fi
TEL 075-541-3771

TEL 075-241-3300
ADDRESS 京都市中京区室町通二条下ル蛸薬師町 271-1

ADDRESS 京都市東山区七条通東入ル西ノ門町 551
551 Nishinomon-cho, Higashiyama-ku, Kyoto

271-1 Takoyakushi-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

OPEN 9am-6pm

OPEN 10am-7pm (Cafe Last order: 6:30pm)

CLOSED Open every day

CLOSED 2nd and 4th Mon.
(Closed the next day if a public holiday)

SMOKING No
WEB http://www.7jyo-kansyundo.co.jp/

SMOKING No
WEB http://www.zen-kashoin.com/
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KAIKADO
ELEGANCE IN DESIGN

P

eople usually equate Japan to technology as
they have created globally recognized brands
in the electronics, automotive and video game
industries, just to name a few. For most Japanese
people, this is a given, but where they do take pride
is in their arts. One of which is the Tea Ceremony, an
elegant ritual that has spawned into many new forms
of gastronomical delights causing wellness gurus all
over the world to covet these, not only yummy, but
also aesthetically pleasing creations. Living in Kyoto,
green tea is a part of life but it was quite interesting
visiting Toronto and NYC this past winter. Signs
advertising green tea smoothies and matcha desserts
were everywhere.
It is true that Japanese tea takes its origins from
China dating back to around the 9th century but like
all things in Japan, it was refi ned and evolved into
the aesthetic practice of wabi sabi involving elaborate
maneuvers and multifarious accouterments. One
of such is the tea caddy, an essential but often
unappreciated item used to store the tea in an airtight
environment to lock-in freshness and fl avor. Tea
caddies, known as chazutsu in Japanese, are made all
over the world but Kaikado is the only company that
is still making them by hand. Kaikado was founded
in 1875 and provided innovative and functional tea
caddies that were praised all over Japan. Each tea
caddy undergoes about 130 separate steps before
achieving completion. There are 10 craftsmen
involved of which only 3 have the skills to perform
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all of the steps. Of those three, Takahiro Yagi, the
current president and 6th successor of the company
has taken Kaikado to new heights by introducing
Kaikado into the world.
It was my pleasure to interview Takahiro about
Kaikado, tea caddies and his thoughts on his life.
He grew up drinking tea, in particular, bancha, as
it contains no caffeine so even infants can drink it
so for Takahiro, tea was equated to daily life. He
remembers drinking gyokuro for special occasions
and matcha in tea ceremonies. He didn’t think he
would be part of his family’s business but 17 years
ago, he decided to come back home from studying
and working overseas and follow his destiny. He
followed the techniques taught to him until they
became second nature and he can not only perform
all of the required steps to create a tea caddy, but has
been able to take Kaikado to the next step. They now
sell their tea caddies in 10 countries and are also a
permanent part of the Victoria Albert Museum in
England.
Takahiro is quite fluent in English and enjoys
various cultures and especially communicating
with the many tourists that pop into his store in
Kyoto from all over the world, but I’d have to say his
true passion is making the tea caddies. He almost
goes into a peaceful trance as he precisely hammers
away on the tin as he makes the tea caddies; there
are no measuring tools involved – it’s all by done
by feeling – he just flows from step to step, sensing,

開化堂

KYOTO STATION AREA

KAIKADO

MAP P
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ENGLISH SPOKEN
TEL 075-351-5788
ADDRESS 京都市下京区河原町通六条東入ル梅湊町 84-1
84-1 Umeminato-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 9am-6pm
CLOSED Sun., Public holidays, 2nd Mon.
SMOKING No
WEB http://www.kaikado.jp/english

Shaheed Rupani
understanding and becoming one with the process.
Is this Zen? I would have to say that his tea caddies
are the epitome of wabi sabi. This concept has been
defi ned differently by many, is diﬃcult to grasp
and probably shouldn’t even be defi ned by words
but let me give it a try. Wabi could be the inner
subdued refi nement of our lives characterized by
imperfection, restraint & humility and Sabi would
be the superficial or material part embracing
imperfection to remind us how humble we are in
the universe. The tea caddies, being made of tin,
copper or brass do tarnish over time but it is this
discoloration that becomes an essential part of their
beauty. Their subtle yet simple functionality portray
how life was, is and should be.
Takahiro says that it is possible to modernize his
production techniques and increase quantities but
they would suffer in quality. It was those words that
made me realize that he is a true shokunin. Shokunin
are craftsman or artisans creating highly distinctive
products using traditional methods. They usually
create using their experiences and intuition to carry
on traditional techniques into the future while
always considering and respecting the past but also
must be ready to adapt to the present. Takahiro
has learned from his time at Kaikado that he and
his grandfather, whom he remembers dearly,
led very different lifestyles and that he and his
father are completely different people, but in
the end, they all did the same thing.
Takahiro has some very creative ideas for
his tea caddies and is collaborating with
some high tech companies for possible
new products but will still stick to his oldschool manufacturing techniques because
they work. If you’re in Kyoto and want to
witness the beauty of traditional
functional art, stop
by at Kaikado and
take home a piece
of the past and
your future.

Arriving in Kyoto almost 2
decades ago from Canada,
Shaheed Rupani is still fascinated
with Kyoto’s culture, food and
nightlife. Join us every issue as
he shares his experiences with us.

6th successor of the Kaikado

Takahiro Yagi
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HEALTHY FOODS NOT CONTAINING
INGREDIENTS OF ANIMAL-ORIGIN

A CAFÉ OFFERING VARIETY OF
VEGETABLE DISHES

1

mumokuteki

Refraining from using ingredients of animal origin as best we
can, we produce variety of dishes primarily made of vegetables organically grown in our own farm located in North Kyoto. You can enjoy healthy foods without worrying about calories. In the same building on the fi rst floor there is a notions
counter selecting the goods on the theme, “Natural and Comfortable Living”. The shop very popular among local women.

mumokuteki
ADDRESS 京都市中京区御幸町通六角下ル

2

3

DOWNTOWN KYOTO
MAP P
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伊勢屋町 351 ／ 351 Iseya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto

goods&wears (1F/2F)
TEL 075-229-6996 OPEN 11:30am-8pm

cafe&foods (2F)
ENGLISH MENU

Wi-Fi

TEL 075-213-7733
OPEN 11:30am-10pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays
PRICE from ¥1,000 SMOKING No
WEB http://www.mumokuteki.com/

1.Filling meal, yet very healthy hamburger made of Tofu bean curd. 2.Ramen
in pork bone-like soup made of soya milk, good to vegetarians too. 3.Fried
bean curd lees rich in dietary ﬁ ber yet low calories.

GET the ITEM SELECTED and
RECOMMENDED by BOOKSTORE STAFF !
Get an introduction to foreign language books recommended
by the staff of the OGAKI SHOTEN bookstore, a favorite of
the residents of Kyoto. Reading their recommended books is
sure to enhance your love of Kyoto and Japan!

OGAKI SHOTEN endeavors every day to
ﬁ nd interesting foreign language books
to achieve its goal of being one of the
"sacred sites" that is a must-visit when
coming to Kyoto. The staff at OGAKI
SHOTEN caters to visitors looking for
books in languages other than Japanese.
Foreign Language Books Supervisor

Yutaka Katsuki

大垣書店 京都ヨドバシ店
OGAKI SHOTEN
KYOTO YODOBASHI LOCATION

KYOTO STATION AREA
MAP P
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Wi-Fi
TEL 075-371-1700
ADDRESS 京都市下京区烏丸通七条下ル塩小路町 590-2 京都ヨドバシ 6F
Kyoto Yodobashi 6F, 590-2 Shiokoji-cho, Shimogyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN 10am-10pm

SCARY BUT HUMOROUS
WORLD OF "HELL IN
JAPANESE ART"!
This book contains Japanese artwork depicting
hell drawn by a wide variety of artists for over
a thousand years since the Heian period. These
hideous, but also humorous representations of the
world of hell are included in this large volume
with exploding diagrams to highlight important
areas. Bilingual with English text, so English
readers can easily
enjoy the ancient
world of unique
Japanese views
of life and death.
A must-see for
artists, people who
want to explore
their imagination,
and people who
like artwork
depicting hell!

CLOSED Open every day
WEB http://www.books-ogaki.co.jp/stores/ogaki-yodobashi/
*Foreign language book corner is available.
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HELL
PIE International / ¥6,372

K YO T O A R T I S T

SINGER

RENA
SATO

CONVEYING THE APPEAL OF
RIMPA IN SONG

R

ena Sato is a young, 29-year-old musician living
in Kyoto who performs pop music inspired by
Kyoto. She started with live performances at
the age of 17, progressed to lead vocal in a band, and
started her solo activities five years ago. She presides
over the IPOP RESEARCH CENTER, whose name signifies
innovation. Last year, the Innovation from Kyoto Vol. 1
1,000-Year Concerto was released. This summer, she
created her second innovation from Kyoto entitled
Tribute to Rimpa, which celebrates the Rimpa school of
painting developed 400 years ago in Kyoto. It is one of
the aspects of Japanese culture that has affected Western
art. It is associated with the popularity of art nouveau
and its predecessor Japanism. Her album presents
refi ned performances that evoke the achievements and
appeal of the Rimpa painters.
She also creates
English versions of
her songs to introduce
non-Japanese to
the appeal and
mysterious power of
Kyoto and its streets
that have continued to

thrive for 1,200 years
and its art and crafts
that value tradition
while embracing newness and innovation. She plans to
distribute her work on YouTube in September this year.
All six songs on the album are inspired by Rimpa
masterpieces such as Sotatsu Tawaraya's Fujin Raijinzu Byobu (Folding Screen of Wind and Thunder Gods)
and Korin Ogata's Kohakubai-zu Byobu (Folding Screen
of Red and White Plum Blossoms). Listening to Sato's
individual worldview born of her imagination is sure to
excite your interest in the art of Kyoto even further.
iPop Second CD released on July 1, 2017
Innovation from Kyoto Vol. 2 Tribute to Rimpa for ¥1,620

サトレナiPop研究所
SATORENA IPOP KENKYUJO
WEB http://www.satorena.com/

CD is available at all JEUGIA locations. It can also be downloaded from
major stores, such as iTunes.
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The website delivers the secrets to making a trip
to Kyoto even more fun from the perspective of
natives and foreigner residents living in Kyoto.
Includes lots of information not available in the
Why KYOTO? magazine. Please take a look!

L-KNOW

http://www.why.kyoto/
why kyoto

FOLLOW US!

「 W h y K Y O T O ?」へ の 広 告 の 申 込 み・御 見 積 りの ご 依 頼 は こちらか ら 。 お 気 軽 に お 問 合 わ せく だ さ い 。
ご連絡先

075-255-7263（株式会社リーフ・パブリケーションズ）

媒体資料

https://www.leafkyoto.net/advertising/

FOR THE BEST SUSHI IN KYOTO

TRY SUSHISHIN
IN NISHIKI MARKET

N

ishiki Market is a busy market with a 400-year
history as Kyoto’s Kitchen. In August of this year,
an authentic Edomae-zushi restaurant opened in
this market, which offers an abundance of Kyoto’s seasonal
ingredients and supports traditional Kyoto cuisine.
The interior of the restaurant is impressive, with a counter
made from one sheet of hinoki cypress wood. The rigorously
selected seasonal toppings are on display before just 14
special seats. For lunch, enjoy an assortment of nigiri-zushi

(from ¥1,800) topped with lightly salted pickles from
MASUGO, a Kyoto pickle shop in Nishiki Market. For dinner,
a course is available (from ¥8,000). Add a hint of luxury by
pairing it with Japanese sake, wine, or champagne. It is fun
and easy because an a la carte menu is available at dinner.
The combination of toppings, such as fresh seafood
mainly from the central market, and a shari using their
own proprietary blend of rice results in sushi that melts
in your mouth.

Example of a dinner course for ¥8,000 (appetizer, sashimi, seasonal dish, 8 pcs of sushi, soup, and dessert or fruit). The skill and
care of the artisan is evident in the work produced by hand, whether the topping is sea urchin, horse mackerel, medium-fatty tuna,
kensaki ika squid, prawn, or stewed conger eels. In addition to nigiri-zushi , dishes ﬂavored with Japanese dashi broth are also superb.

錦 鮨しん

DOWNTOWN KYOTO

NISHIKI SUSHISHIN
ENGLISH MENU

MAP P

31 D-3
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Wi-Fi

TEL 075-223-3355
ADDRESS 京都市中京区錦小路通柳馬場東入ル東魚屋町 169-2
169-2 Higashiuoya-cho, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto
OPEN Lunch: 11am-3pm (Last order: 2:30pm), Dinner: 5pm-9:30pm (Last order: 9pm)
CLOSED Irregular holidays PRICE

from ￥1,800

from ￥8,000

SMOKING No WEB http://www.sushi-shin.net
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